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17 -1. Slope of a Line

. 'In this seCtion we shall take another look at. the line as a_subset of

the coordinatplane, with'speciL°consideration bf its direction. We have

seen that every pair of distinct points determines a Dine. Now.We sh6MK
'consider another way of locating a line -by knowing on' point= the line

,N:
and the-direnioh. the line.

Chapter 17

',_
COORDINATE -GEOKETRY

1. On a'sheet of,graph

1a4e1 'the graphs of

(a). Y = )11:x

(b) x

y
3,x

( y

( e ) y 2x

oP

Verity your draWing by

at the end of this secti

about the lines and thei

Exercises 17 -la f.

4

(Class Discussion)

paper, draw one setliof coordinate

the following equations:

( )

(f) Y =-'-
1 .

x

--(k). Y . - T : q4P. .N;21.1-,
.... . -.:'

a

axes. Draw and

.(i) y = - x

(j) r

t
omparing it with the page Of gra on.page 12

Then answer. Tollowin estioab

equations. .

What point is on ail'of the lines?

, T . e
,(D) ,rich equatd.o.ns have grapN that riv froraleft '.o.-right?, ...,.._

'' '

(c) Fbr the Pci..4.t.iori ing graphs that: rise from lefetoright,
-t '''' is the coefficients X (the numberbywlifich x is.muftiPlied

.- a positive or a hegailv number? --) '
.

if
For the equations in laigich Ihe'toefficient of \x., is positive,

what redatiOn do.l.yolpse.rve between the value of the,coeqicien,t
,

. . P

-,

-
..1

anti T6 st'eeli
.

ss .o f tl-&line? -. ,
'e ' ..

."

(d)

c:
C.

),p)

MN,



(e)" 'What facts do you observe,about the graphs ofequ.i.tions in which

, the coefficient of x is negative?
!

(f) Note that each equation in Exercise 1 is in the form y =.Mx

real number. Write the equation of the x-axiswhtre m is a

in this form.

(g) What is the equation

form y = mx?

of the y.laXisf . Can it be written in the

Se

Feom the above exercises, the following-ftServations can be made:

If an equation can be'writtenin the form y = mx, where m IS any ,

-real number, its graph is a line in the .coordinate plane, through

. 'the origin.
.

,

(2) For every line through the origin, excet the y-axis, there id;an

(3)

- equation: of the form y = mx.

',If. a line has at equation of the form y = gx, the sign, of m

determines whether the line rises Or falls, For .m > 0, the. line

rises from left to right; for m < 0, t'he,line falls from left to

right; .for m = 0, the line is 'the x. -axis.

,

(4) \The value of Imi determines-the steepness of thg line; of two

equations with different vaiues of .11-1, the-ony-with 14e larger valUe

Of -Iml rises or falls more s

In the.equation y = mx, the real number m is called the slope of
.

-the associated lin'. It determines the direction of the line.
. -

.
.g

.

Now. let us.conaiderfunetionvhose graphs do not all contain the

,ofgin For example, in each op the functions .

.

.

. .

(e) x k 2X
t . ,

(b) x 2x. + 4

( C ). X k 2x - 7,

the coefficient of x is 2.

1..

2

4

r:



From the graphs,of the:.

functions it is apparent that,

for any value of x

(1) the Nalue of y in (0
is 4 more than the value

in (a), end

value of y in (c)

is 5. less.than the value

or y in (a):

That is, (1) thQ.graph of

"y = 4" is. the graph of

F 2x" moved upward 4 units,

and (2) the graph of "y = 2x - 51!

is the graph of "Y = 2x" moved
1

downward 5 units.

We say that all three of

the lines h ve the same slope,.2.

if

//

c

4,

X
7/

Exercises 17-lb

(Class Discussion).

1.
.

(a) With reference to one-set of axes, araw the graphs of these

2.

).1

three eqations:

IV2
y = -

3

2Y =
. 3

2
=

x +.4

x - 3,

Do the lines have the same slope? What is their slope? DO they

appear to be parallel?

With reference to one set of axes, draw graphs of:

= .0

y = -2

y =. 3.



(b) Do th se lines have the same slope? What is their slope? Do

appear to be parallel?

The conclusions that we-have made so far include the following:

(1) The slope of a line is the value of m in the equation :.of the line,

written in he form y = mx + b.' That is, it is the number. which

is the coeffi ient of x when the equation is written in that form.

(2s If the value of pi is 0, the, equation takes the font? "T= 0 x 1 b,
. .

whl-ch is usually.written "y ='b". The graphs-of such eqUations are
.

I'
hgrizontal lines and have iero slop'e. The slope of any horizontal

/

cline is 0.0

'(3) Equations of the form x = a .cannot bejout.intO the !orm Y = mX + b.
c

D
Their'sgraphs are vertical lines: No slope is assigned to a vertical

. .

line. Sometimes -we express this part by saying that the slope fora

vertical line is undlffined.

eo
I

Exercisear17-1c .

- ,

. ,

.1. State the slope of the graph' of each of the following equations':.

(a) y = x + 2C7 , ® (e) y\,= :3x + 1

(b) y = -x + 1 ( 01 x = .-5
2

(c) 3y =.3X-+ 11 (g) 3y = 7x + 2

(d) 3y =-27 (h)4Y = -2x + 5

2. . From the eqUations given here, state all those pairs whose

graphs have equal slopes and for each pair tell what the slope is.

(a) 3y = 2x +.1 . (f) y + 1 = 4

(b) y 9. = -5.- 3 x 110

( c ) x + 5 = 5 .(h) y = 3x +

/
2 = 3'Y =

. (:e) y=
2



3. Formulas which occur in science, in business, or in everyday life;

' frequently describe linear functions. For example, the formula

i .05p; used in computing simple interest for one year at 5 %

on a given principal, is a linear equation. The slope.of its graph
_5--is :05, or . Among the.ways in which we might,interpret this100

number are the following:

(1) If the principal is increased by $1, t

interest is increased by 5 cerVs; or
y..

,

(2) the interest increases by '$5 for each increase

of $100 in the pr, ncipal; or,

.(3) each increase of 2Q cwitain the principal

has a corresponding increase of 1 cent in the

interest'.

For each of the.following formulas, state the slope of thp..graph

..of the function and interpret the meaning pf the slope in terms,-157(

the situation described.

(a) ..50t, a formula for the distance in miles a car travels at

50, miles per hour in a given number of hours.

(b) F = .2rC,÷ 32, the formula used in changing a temperature
5

measure from:the 'centigrade scale to the. Fahrenheit scale.

(c)
, 9C = (F - 32), the formula for changing temperature measure2
from degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Centigrade.

(d) C = + .10 (n - 10), n > 10, a formula for the cost in

dollars of a telegram of 10 or more words, if the charge is

75. for 10' words and
1
'10 for each additional word.

4. The formula for the' simple
pb.

lever is

4 W X D = .w X d

which represents the fact.

. that two weights on

opposite sides of the

point of suspension (galled the

fulcrum) balance each other

-1

AL-fUlcrum
0

I

311

if the product.o.f one weight and its distance from the fulcrum equals

the product of the other weight and its distance.

5



, If any two of the four quantities W, D, w, and d have

constant' values, then an equation can be written which describes a

functional. relationship between the two remaining variables.

For each case below, write an equation which .describes a function,

and state whether or not the function described is linear.- If it

linear, 'state the slope of its graph.

(a) A 50-lb; weight is 5 feet from the fulcrum.

(b) .A weight on one side of the fulcrum balances a 60-lb.

weight on the opposite side.

(c) The lever can be used to

aid in moving heavy

objects by pushing down

on one end of a bar with

the other end-under-the

weight.to;be lifted, as

shown in.-the sketch.

Assm!;that.the bar is 10 feet:long.and the fulcrum is placed

2 feet from the weight to be lifted.
\\\

If tae know two points on a line can we compute its slope? Since for

every two distinct points there is

exactly one line, and for every
4

vertical line there is a real

number which is the slOpe of the

line, we should be able to find su
(4,7)

a number.

We shall begin by looking at

the graph of a particulgr function,

f x - 3..,
The points labelled in the figure

'_are on the graph, since each of the

ordered pairs (0,-3), (-,2),

*,7) satisfies the equation.

By ecting the equation

2 x., 3 we see that the slope

10



df the line is
2

H6w could wecompUte.the4S-Te/if we 'ha:d. 'snow!:''snow!:' only
. 0." .

that'cthe pairs .(2;2) and .!.(4,7) named points on the line? We might.'

note that moving from. (2,2) to (4,7.) 'could be accomplished moving

from '42,2) to (4,2), and then from (4,2) to (4,7).- That' is,

we could move '2 units to the right and 5. tvlits Upward-
. Since each Change

. .

is in a positive direction, 1.te can obtain 2 , the number which is the slobe

of the line, from the fraction 4
...

-)

,

difference of ordinates
difference of absalas ' or

7 - 2
4 - 2

2
2

As a further cheCk, suppose that we had used the, pair of points

(0,13) and (2,2). In that case, the,fraction would have been
4!,.

. .

difference of-ordinates -: 2 - (7.3) 2
difference of abscissas 2 - Q 2

If we use the pair of points (0,3 and -(4,7), the fraction is:

4

4 - 0 4 2

rExercises 17-id

(Class Discussion)

1. Consider the 40ction f : x -3x + 4,7

(a) That is,the slope of its graph?.

(b) Checl-..that the ordered pairs A(-1,7) B(2, -2), and q(,-.5)

satisfy. the equation y = -3x hence A, B, and 'C are

points on it's graph.

(c) Locate pol-lt- A, B, and C on a coordinate plane and draw

the graph the equation.

Compute the value of the.feactieh

differenc6 of. ordinates
difference of abscissas

for each of the follsWing pairs of points.
4

For rt and
-2 - "{ 2
2 - (-1) -..

- 7
For A and C,

(-1)

ani C,0

or,



.

What happens:if'you use the pairs of coordinates in the opposite order?
For exaMple,. try 'computing:

For A and

For A and 'Cy 7 (-5)

e -2 - (-5)For and -

All of. this leads to the general statement:

If P
1
(x
l'

y
1

,
) and P

2
(x

2'
y
2

)
-
are two points Qn a non;,

vertical line, then the slope .111 of 77--P
2 is given by the formula

We can convince ourse1N-e-s-the'tuth.of
this statement by the

foilowing'argument:

Since P and P2 are on the line of which the general equation

Y = Tx + b,
.

bysubstituting the coordinates in the equation we get the tweltrue
statements:

.

Y2 mx2

Y1 mxl t

Subtratting: 4

-mx
1
) + (b

Yi

-,

m(x2 xl)

Since the line is not vertical, x2 y x
1 , hence x - x1 / 0, and

we can divide both sides by the number x2 getting

a



Exercises 17-le

For each pair of points' A, B, find:

(a) the slope of .AB;

(b) the length of AB;.

(c) the Midpoint of AB.
r.,

1. A(-7,3);, B(5,2)

2. A(-7,3); B(8,3).

3. .A(3, -12); B(-8;10)

A(GA ); B(6,0)

5 A(0,0 ); (-6,-2)4

6. A(-7, B(0,0)

NOW that we knoW the relation between the slope.of a line and the

Coordinates of two points on the liner we can use this knowledge in various

For'exatple, if .we know one point on a ling and the slope of, the line,

we-can locate, other point's' on theline and thus draw the line very quickly,

Example 1. Draw the line with slope

and.passlng \hrough the point

For any other point

on the line, we can 'write

Y 1 2
x - -(-2) 3

.If y- 1 = 5, y = 6.

(x, y)

If x +2'= x= 1.

.Hence (1,6) is also on the line.

In fact, from any point on the graph

we can find another point by adding

3 to.the abscissa and 5 to the

ordinate of the known pOint, Since

4 , we can, also find points' by
3 7 3

adding -3 to the abscissa and -5

to the ordinate. Thus for a line

Iiith slope. if we know one point
3

we can find as many other points as

we choose .by repeating the count

*Y. 4,11)

24 1

0

-5,

13



115

to 'the right'and Up ?I.

to the left and down 3 ".

More. points could, be reached by counting

Example 2. Draw the traPh..of.

2-
3r F x 5:

, 2
Note that the slope is

3 .
a

Since - T= -2 2
, this time ther

count is '"3 to the right .ada down

2"-- or "3 to the left anil'up

To find a starting point 2p the graph,

we might let. tx =. 0, in which case

=. 5.

,7

,5

(3,3

J
The value of y when x = is always easy to find. FOr.an equat$n

in the form y = mx, + b, if ,x = 0, y,= b. Hence the point. (0,b) is .

frequently used as a starting point. Since it is the.point Whei-e the graph

intersects the Y -axis, we shall call it the 'y-intersection of the

The value.of y at this point is called'the y- intercept of the line.

Thus we see that in-an equation, f the foim y = mx + b, the number
m is the slope of the line

this.reason, y

equation.

end the num r b, is its y-intercept. For
mx + b is'called-the "slope-intercept" fort of a liner

Example 1. raw the graph of

y =2x - 5.

-Here the y-intercept is -5,-

so (0,-5) is a Convenient starting

point. The slope is 2, which might

be written in.fraction form as

From any known point on the line we

can find another point by counting.

"1 to'the riht,and up .2".

10

1."

0

(1_r3)

0,-5)



Exercises 17-1f

I. t.,Lfrrthe slope of each of the following graphs.

( ) (b)

Y

A

0

(0

. V

(5 2)
X

V

.2. For each equation, locate one point on the graph, then use the slope--

to athCr points, aryl 0.raW the graph ot' the equation.

2
(a) J = x 2

(b) Y-- -3x +7'

c-

X '1
. 3

2y + = 9

3x -I- - O. =. 0
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a . v
-17-2. Writing the Equ4tion of a Line - 07

, ..

.- Whit .ewe have learned
.
atput the ,slopet of lines\-c9m also be

r

of iisett
N . . . .

.

" .

writing the .equation of a line.'when we Ivow either one point on'the line and
A ,

2.
its slope or,twO points oil the;lthe. -", 7

,r1

.% ..
,IK .

. .. .

- .7 . .
, -

`--.. iMcample.1.0 Find an equation in tie slopqi-inteTcep form. yam. +e
..

-.
. '. '''.

line through (9,0 .wi-qh slope . . ,

. '1 ,......4N. .

. 'Since we know that m =1-
2

we san.write the equation 1
3 4

=
2

x + b.
0

. 3 tk

Now, if the point. (954) is on thej,line, then.-iis,coordinates Satisfy

the equation of the .line., hence

2 C
1 =

3
(9) b'

11141st be a true sentence. -,What-value of' b takes'it'true?*

= 6 + b

is true' for =

Thus we nobs know values for m and b in the equation y = mx + h.

By sub tituting these values, we arrive'at the desired equagtion: °
.

2
=

3
x - 2.

Example 2. Ffhd an equation in the form y = mx

by:the two points (-2,5) and.:

+ b of the. line determined

Here we begin by calculating the slope from the coordinates of the

two known points:

Thus = -
2

x + b.

m -.R - -2) .

= _
2
1

Since one point on the line is (`2,5),

5 = - (-2) + b

Subitituting

uatton:

5 = 3 + b

b = 2.

for m, and 2 for b in y = mx + b, we get the



Verify for yourself thQ fact that.the point' (2,!1) is on the

graph_of y'r= x.+
. \c

or
.

Vxerci§es 17 -2a

4

FOr Caci}, bi;the.following, write an oquatioh in-t'he'PAope:.intercdpt'- tr
44 - °

wit slbpe
1

(b)

y = 111X + b.
, it) '

14ne.througi (1,5)

The line through:; (2,i). with slop 5'
.

.1'(c). The 1.4.ne with
3

slope and y-'intercept ;5:

Thesine with slope 0 and .y-intercept -2:

'(e) The line containing paints (0,5) and (8,1'R

(f) The line Containing pointS (0,3) and (3,12\);

(g) The lineough -points (0,3) and (- ,3).

.(h) The line determined' by points. ( ) and (7,5).

2'. Consider Line ; ,cgntaining the points '(2,3) and .(9,5).' Which

of the :following point&-a're on the line? [Hint: first determine the

slope of ;; then, fo5 each point, compare the slope of the line

through teat point and (2,3) ,ovith the 'slope of A]

(' (30,11` (.
(d)

6

(b) (7,4),
, (e) (19,58)

(c) (22,9) (f)

W.

finding .an equation in the form. y = ma +-I) of a Line through

a 'given point.with a given slope, we might reason as follows:

If )
_L

Y
1

and P2(a2,y2-) are two points on. a non- /

----vertical. line, the -slope 12' of Ply2 is given by formula'.

-
Y2 LYI11i

x2
x1

Since x, / x .we can;multiply both sides by a2 anti get

. Y2

18.



Hence an equation

s'

f the line throt;gh P(x3:,y

y y1 = Fir( x

L

with slope m is

.14
Examplet Wr-T te an equation in the gt= mx.+ b -%for-heYlitiey6hrough

,1A.
.slope

e.

We know that (9,4) is a point on the line; and tate
Hergee we can, write 1

9)(x'--

, .

y= 2 x - 2.

. t'.

2
m =

t 3

a ,
Use the fotmula y2

Nof the following:

fin c. equat,.ioif for each

°

(a). The lie 'through (6,2) with slope
2
.7-

(b) The line through ( 3 , with slope .- 1

(c) The line through points (-1,-1) and, (1,'.%)'.

(d) The line throug14 points (0,2) and .(2, -2)...

<

2. Construct the graphs o.f the following functions, as uming the domain
o

to be (x 1, -3 < x < 4) . [Note that 'the ciomain i a closed
, ,

..k./
'.hence each graph is-a segment.]

I'v (a) f x x 2 (c): G : x - -x -7
.

1
(d) g X(1) F. * --t 4 2

+
3

( ) h each.nurrber x is dsgociated"with 5 more 'than one-half

the number.

3. Which of the following are linear functions?

(a) f : x -(x - 2)

(b) f -

(c) f x

(4) f : x (-x

.(e)2 f': x x2 2

(0" f : x

x( g ) f x..14
2
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-...' t- . 4

In science, you( will learn about Gay-LUssac's Law conceminehe
.

e p .4
relakionship between 8as preasure de-teTperatu e. You will, probably

..... -.- .
do am expdtiment planned to convin e you of t e truth-of jpat taw,

% '
w4tchcari7be stated s foflows.: Fiir ahagas. held at a constant volume

the pressure f the gas varies linearly with the

). This can be written'as a formula: ',A

Pc \--5-;-1,e- T.
. $

', --
Isi performing an experiment on Ga -Lussac's Law, a student found that

the pressure, of the ges.va f 7.5 lbs. per.sq. in: at )2Z1° C, and

.r,--
,was 91t5 Ibs. per at' 10CP C.

(a) *Express the student's findings as ordgre irs,,(T, P).

(b) Graph the function---ied.l.Qated,. using temperatdre-units on'th

horizontal axis anti pressure units on the vertical axis.

(c) writ, in the form P = mT + b, an equation which describes the

function.

(d) What would be the pressure of the gas at 50° C? At 0°C?

(e) At what temperature would the pressure be ]1 lbs.lieraq.

0 b. per, sq. in0? /

5. On the gra h. of. the equation y = 2x + 2 there is no point (x,y.)
3

such that xi. and. y are both integers.

(a) Explain why this is true.. 4
(b) Write two other equationk..for which the same statement is true.

7:- 4 ..1.

6. Construct a flow chart for fipding the slope of a line, given the
.

coOrdinates of tWodifferentints,on the line.'

16
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17-3. Parallel and Perpendicullk/Lines 4

5

Earlier in this chapter we mentioned that it is possible to prove that

%the graph of any equation of theform y = mx + b is a straight:line.'\,In

equation

how to proceed with the proof, *e.sha? firstc'Opsider ajoarticular

of that form and' the graph of the equation.

Exercd5ps 17-3a,

(Class Discussion)

, -

.1. 'For the equation y = 2x +

(a) .When, x = 0, y = ? .

4 .

(b) When x = I, y = ?'

'2:- Since th ordered pairs (0;3)

and (1,5 satisfy the

equation y = 2x + 3, its

aph iacludes the points

'P(0, and Q(1,5).

Locate he points and draw-

truCt PR parallel

to the axis, And RQ I PR,

Chec our figure with that s.

shown here. Verify that

ES _ 2 _ n
PR I; 4.

. Figure 1



3. Select some other poiAt
S(x, y) on PQ.

ST 1 FR at T(x,3)!,,.

Represent the length of

ST\ by z.' Check your

figure now.witb. that

shown here.

1,31)

44
T x,3)

1

t

Figure 2

Use the geometry of similar triangles to prove QPR p FT, thus

showing that

z 2

x
=

1

Z = ?

y = z + 3 = ?

.
5. S represents any point on PQ other than P or. Q, and the

coordinates (x,y) of S satisfy the equax+1/43. So
far we have shown that if a point is on Q, -then its coordinates
satisfy the equation y = 2x + 3' To complete the proof that the

line is the graph of the equation, we must also _sho'w that every point

(x,y) for which the sentence "y = 2x + 3" is true must be on the

line. To do this we. select e, point not on the line and show that if

its coordinates satisfy the equation there is a contradiction.

18
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6. On your figure select a point

A not on PQ. For example,

let A be (4,y).. Through_

A draw at B.

It. will intersect PQ at

some point, A' whose

( ? Y2).

44

coordinates are

,y')

. I

2J. I

(0,3. )

ffr

N

7. Assume that the

Then

coordinates of A satisfy the equation

, and A is the point (4, ? ).

y = 2x + 3.

8. However, A'(42y/) is on PQ, and we have proved that. if a pOint is

on PQ, then its coordinates satisfy' the equation y =2x +2.
Hence.-

= 2(h)' + 3 =

and

AA' is the point ( ? , ? ).

We have shown that the coordinates of A'; a point on PQ, are the

same as those of A. Hence A and A' are the same point. This

contradicts our assumption that A is a point not on PQ. ThUs if

the coordinates of a point satisfy the equation y = then the

::point. is on the line which is determined by two ordered pairs that

satisfy the "equation.

19
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ThroUgh the, aaqUence of exercises. above., we have shown that thegraph

of y = 2x + 3 is a .straight line.

We could use exactly the same

sort of'argumentfor each indiVidual

equation of the form y = mx + b,

to show that the graph of that

particular equation was,a straight

line. It would save time, however,

to
. _

g through the proof once; for
.

the ge ral equation

y = mx +b, m i 0

using the generalized figure showh

here..

The proof would begin like

thiS: .P(0,b) and. Q(i,m+b)

are two points on the graph of

y = mx -F'b, since both pairs of

coordinates satisfy the equation.

If .S(x,y) is a point on

PQ, then we can prove that

6.STP 6.0P,P, and hence that

X 1

Yr

z = mx

y = mx + b.

Thus the coordinates (x,y) of any points on

y = mx + b.

24
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Exercises717=3b

.1. 'Complete the proof of the fact

that the graph of.`

' y = mxN+ b, M / is a

straight line by proving

Tthat if point A is not

on PQ, the assumption that

its coordinates. satisfy the

equation leads to a contra-

diction (see Exercised

17-3a, 6-8).. (0,b).P

1,m+b)

r

2. 'tic1For the equation y = mx .+ b, if m.= 0, then' y = 0 x + b = b.

In the coordinate plane, is the graph. of y.--='"ba line? Explain.

Is'the graph, in the coordinate plane, of the equation xN= k ,a

line? Explain.

1

We shall state the fact that has been proved as the first of,our

fundamental theorems.in this chapter:
.

Theorem 17-1. The graph of, any equation of the or f = mx + b

is a straight fine.

You have probably'noticed that two distinct nonverticellines with

the same slope eem to be Parallel. In fact, we can prove very sitplz that

this is true. member that if we have tip lines in the same plane,.the

lines&are eithe parallel or they interaec We shall prove that if the

slopes are eq then the lines cannot intersect.

21
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(0,b2

Suppose that 2170 and 22 are

tWodistinct lines whose eqUations

are

21

a*.Y =

. where b / b
2 .

mx + 13:.?

+
2'

ICthe lines intersect at sothe

point P(x,y),i then at that point

the ordinates (values of y) are

equal, so

= mx

Hence b
1

= b2,

which contradicts the assumption that

bi
,

b2

. We have proved that for two distinct lines with the same slope too

intersect leads to a contradiction. If they cannot intersect, they must be

Parallel.

We can use a similar argument to prove the converse of this, that is,
a

if two 'nonvertical lines are parallel then their ,slopes arG1 equal.

Suppose that; and £2 are

two distinct lines whose equations

are
A

21
: mlx 1°1

2
; y =rm2x + b

2
,

and that 21 H

.We shall prove that

by showing that we have a contra-
41

diction if mi

22

The y-intersection of i is

(0,b1). Through that point we can

draw .a line P
3

whose equation is

y = mgx + b
1



Now, i3 II 22, because we have proved that `if two distinct lines have

the same slope, then the lines are parallel...

Thus.we have two lines, 21 and '23, ,through the point (0,b1),

both parallel to 22. This contradicts the Parallel Postulate, which states

that through a given point.not on a line there can be onlybne line parallel

'to.,the given line.

. Since 'ml / m2 aeads to this contradiction, it follows that it cannot

be true, so ml = m2 must be true. el

,
Taken to ether the two facts just proved constitute a theorem which

can be stated as follows:

0

Theorem 17 -2. Two nonvertical lines arp parallel if and only if they

have the same slope. '

4

Check Your Reading

1. What did we prove about two lines with the same slope?

2. If two lines'are. ift the same plane and are jiot parallel, what must be

true about them? 9,

3. The. Method that we used is sometimes called "ProOf by Contradiction.

In this case, what fact is contradicted if the lines are assumed to

intersect?

4. What did we prove aboUt two nonvertical parallel lines?

How did we use Proof by Contradiction, to prove that two nonvertical

parallel line's have the same slope?

6. Stateeas a single theorem, what has been Proved about two non-
)

vertical parallel. lines?
.11

Suppose that two lines are vertical? Such lines have no slope, but

they are parallel to the y-axis. Thus any two vertical lines are parallel.

t.



Exercises 17-3c

1. For eachrof the following pairs -of equations, find a value of p so

that the graph of the first equation will be a line parallel to the

graph ofi the second equation.

Y =

Y=

Y,=

Y =

px + 3.; y = x

px 2; y = -2x

px + 1. 2y = 7x - 10
2'

1:Pc + 9; Y = 3

px; 3x + y = 4

2. Which of the following are the equations of lines parallel to the

. graph of 2x - 3y = 1?

(a) y = i.x (d) = 4

-(b) = - x + 2 (e) - x = y - 5
2

3
Mit

( c ) 3x - 2y = 1

.3. The vertices of LABC are:7.A(2,3), B(5,7), C(3,-1). For

each statement below, find a value of k that makes the statement

true.

The graph of y =.1tx + 7 jli'lsarallel to AB.

(b). The graph of y = kx is parallel-to. AC.

(c) The graph of kx .+ y + 5,= 0 is parallel to °BC:

4. The vertices of the quadrilateral ABCD are A(2,1), B(3,5),

C(-5,1), D(-6,73)4. Prove that ABCD is .a-parallelogram.
A e

We:have seen thatthe apparent relationship between the slopes of

lines and their parallelism is, in fact, true. Now let us look at some

other lines and"their slopes.

24
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Exercises 17-3d ,

(Class Discussion)

1. On one set .of coordinate.axps, draw the graphs of the following-

equations.

(a) y = -3x + 12

(b) Y =
1

x - 6

1
(c). Y =

-3- 3

(d) y= -3x - 15

(e) y = 2x - 11

414%

2; The region bounded by segments of tile above lines is shaped 1

pentagon, as shown by the

shaded area-in.this figure.

How many right angles does

the pentagon seem to have?

(You might use.a....ce,Qpr of

a rectangular card to check

your hunch.)

29



'3. Refer to Exercises 1 and 2 above to complete the following table

concerning pairs of lines which appear t be perpendicular, the

equations, of the lines, and their slopes.

ti

(3) (b)

(e)

Equations Slopes, Product of'Slopes

4. Complete'the following statement based upon,the table above:

Two nonvertical lines are if and only if the

product of their Slopes is
0

The statement in Exercise 4 above was
Z
based upon a small number of

cases. However, it is a rather well-known.theorem. . Let us have a look at

a proof of it. .Remember that the phrase '.'if and only if" indicates that

we must prove two things:

(1) If the lines are perpendicular, then the product of their.

slopes -1, and

(2) if the product of the slopes, is -1, then the lines are

perpendicular.

4b:

26



roof of (1):

. We look first at two lines

Li.rbnd 22 through the origin with

equatiOns.:.

1 Y mlx

2::

and such that 11 2

At the point R(1,0) we

.construct RP 1 to the X.-axis;

intersecting 21- ai

We also construct p OSQ by

making OS a.segMent of the X-axis'

such that OS = m
1

and'tben

construting SQ 1 OS, with Q on

22

Now we can show that

NOS = LPOR; and thus that

rt OSQ rt A Fn.

Hence SQ = OR =,1, and point Q has coordinates

The. slope of 21 is ml, and the slope of h is

Thus

and

1

m

mi m2- =-

,-1).

-1 -0 1

ml-
m
1



fr

Suppose thatthe two lines

intersect at'a.point other than the

origin, as, in the figure shown

here, in which lines

1(.1 y = mix"+ b

k y = m2 + b

intersect at T .
r

Then lines 2111 k
1

and

12 11 k2 can be.constructed through `
the origin.

1111

From geometry, we can show
/'

that 2
1
I 2

2
.,- and from Theorem 17-2 /

I

.... 1we know thatutheir equations are: / -... t.

/
.CZ .

41
1, Y 7 mlx ......

A

/f1

S

I

I

Since Li and
i2

are lines

through the origin and 2
1
1 2

2
we know that

ml m2 .71.

Thus we 'ha.ve proved that if any two nonvertical lines are perpendicu-

lar, the product of their slopes is -1.

22

Check °Your Reading

1.. For lines i
1

and i
2

in Figure 1, ,what are the equations of the

lines? What is the relation of Li to 22?

2. Explain how to prove that 6 OSQ 11 6 PRO.

3. For:Fgure 2, how

folloWS4Lt, if

are
11

and 2
2 'constructed? 'Explain how it

k2 then Ei 1 e2

4. If the alopeOf kl . is ra, and if k
1

11'
1,

what'is the.slope of

1
? How do you know?

5. What have we proved about the slopes of two nonvertical lines that

are perpendicular to each other?



(a.)productThe proof of Part (,, that if the product of the lopes of two, lines

is -1, then the lines are perpendicular, will be asked for as one exercise

in Exercises 17-3e.

We state the follpwing theorem about perpendicular lines:

Theorem 17-3. Two nonvertical lines are perpendicular if and
I

qnly if the product of their slopes is -1.

Exercises 17 -3e. a

For.each pair of.equat ons, determine a value of m in the first

equation such that its graph- is perpendicular to the graph of the

second equation.

(a) 'y = mx -.4 and. y = 3x + 2

.

(b) .y = mx and y
1

x -
:1

(c) y = mx + 1 and 2x '+ y = 3

(d) y = mx - 2 and y =
2

x

2. Which equations given below have graphs. perpendicular to the .graph.

of y = 7 x?

(a) y = 2.- 2x (d) 2y =, -4x +-1

(b) + 2y = 3 .(e)
=2.

(c) x - 2y 7 3

Write out a proof of the second part of.Theorem 17 -3. That is, prove

that if the product of.the slopes of two lines is .71, then the

lines are perpendicular. '(Hint: first provethis for two lines

through the origin, constructing line 22 in Figure,1 on page 27

in such a way as, to make LI OSQ =ILI PRO.)

a
4. Since M2 = -1 and m2' -

ml

are"true for the same values of

ml
and m2, we could replace "the product of the.slopes.is -1"

by "one slope is the negative of the, reciprocal of the other slope n

Rewrite Theorem 17-3, making this replacement..

4it

5. . Suppose that one of two perpendicular lines is a vertical line.

(a) What must be true of the other line?

(b)' Why are vertical lines excluded from the statement of the theorem

about perpendicular lines and their slopes?

29
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6. Consider. p ABC With vertices .-.A(2,3), B(5,9) and C(11,6):

(a) Find the lengths of tpe three sides.

(b) Find the slopes of the sides.

(c) What kind of triangle is ,L ABC?

(d) Prove that the line. joining the midpoid's of zegments

BC is parallel to AC.

Show that the Ruadrilateral joining A(-2,2), B(2,-2), 0(4,2);
and .D(2,4) is a trapezoid with perpendicular diagonals.

(A trapezoid is a quadrilateral with one pair of parallel sides.)

8. Show that the quadrilateral ABCD with vertices A(2,1), B(7,1),
C(10,5), D(5,5) is a.rhombus with perpendicular diagonals.

(A. rhombus is a parallelogram with two adjacent sides congruent.)
y

9. .Given points A(-7,3) and B(9,-9 write the equation of the
.

perpendicular ipiseclOr of AB. (Hint: What is the slope of AB?

AB and

What is its imidpont?)

(
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17-4. Translation of AxeS; Coordinate Proofs of Geometric Properties

Now suppose that we look at some figures in the number plane and see

What.happens to them when we shift the coordinate axes. We shall restrict

our.shifts to ones which keep the axes parallel to themselves... That is, the

Y -axis will remain vertical and the X-axis will, remain horizontal. Such

shifts of axes are called transldttilla.

1.

0',

. Exercises 17-4a

(Class Discussion)

The figure here is'made up of

five points, A, B, C, D,

E. . We have indicated two

sets of coordinate axes, the

(X,Y)=axes and the

(P,Y!)-axes.

(a) Give the coordinates of

each point with.respect

to the (X,Y)-axes.

(b) '?With respect to the

(X14Y')-axes, what are

the coordinates of each

point?

(c) For each point, what was

the relation of_

X' to X? of Y' to

(d)

B

Y?

If a point P has coordinates

(X,Y)-axes, what are its coordinates with respect to the

(X',Y') -axes?

) Give the (Myr) 'coordinates of a point whose. (X,()

coordinates are P,-4)

(a,b)

A

E

0

1

D

With respect to the

(f) Give the (X,1) coordinates of a point whose (XI,Y1),

coordinates are (7,-4).

(g) Think of the (X',Y9-axes as representing a slide, or

translationlof the (X,Y)-axes, and describe the slide.

31
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(.h) Wlipt are the (X,Y) coordinates of the new origin?

The figure shown here consists Y

, of two parallel lines, Li

1 'and £2, with Li determined

by A and .B and £2

determined by C andN),

as shown.

'(a) Write equations for lines.

L and L
2

with respect
1

to the (X,Y)-axes

given. What is the

slope Of each. line?

(b.)

A(-3

Consider a translation

of the axes which takes

the origin to the point

whose (X,Y) coordinates

are (4,-3). What are

the new coordinateb of points A, B, C, and D?

B( 0, 4 D(4,4)

Write equations for line's' .E1 and .E2 with respect to the

new 'position of the axes. What is the slope of each?

(d) Are the lines still parallel?

3. The figure shown here consists

of two lines L and .2
2'

intersectirig at A( -2,3).

Point B(34-3) is on Li

and 0(2,5) is on Li.

Write equations for

and
2

What is the
.

slope of each?

(b) Prove that I'
. 1 2'

(c) Find the lengthsof

AC, 'AB, and BC.

A(-2,3

32
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(d)Consider a translation ofthe axes which moves the X-axis up

2 units and moves the Y-axis one unit to the right. What

are the new coordinates of A, B, and C?

(e) What are equations for and .22 with respect to thenew

pasition of the axes?
.

(0 Are .2
1

and
2

perpendicular to each other? Justify your

answer.

Using the new coordinates of A, B, and. C, find the lengths

of AC;" AB, and BC. Compare these with the lengths found in

Part (c).

(g)

4. The figure this time is

6 ABC, with vertices as'

Indicated.

(a) Show that 6 ABC is a

right triangle.

Find the lengths Qf

AB,. BC, and. CA.

(b)

'(c) Write equations. for AB,

BC, and CA. What are

their slopes?

(d) Translate the axes so

that the new origin is

at point C. . What are

ti the new coordinates

the vertices?

B(-1,8)

C( -1,
A(7,2)

of

(e) Using the new coordinates

for A, Si and C,

what are the lengths'Of AB, BC, and CA?

(0 What are new equations for AB, BC, and CA?

When a property remains unchanged in spite of A transformation, such

as a change of axes, we say that the property is invariant under the

transformation.. In Exercises 1 thrOugh 4 above, which of the

following properties were invariant under the translations. described

for, the axes?

33
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(a) Coordinates of points

(brVistances between-points

(U) Equations of lines

(d) Slopes of lines

le) Parallelism of lines

(f) Perpendicularity of lines

The thebrems proved in Section 17-3 and the formulas

.and the midpoint of a segment Make"it possible for us
est

facts. For convenience, we restate here the formulaS

we shall base our proofs:

Distance Formula. For points

for the length

to prove geometric

and theorems,on'wbich

and 1'
2
(x

2'
y
2

)
'l'Yl)

P
1
P
2

= I(x2- x1)2
(Y2- Y1)2

Midpoint Formula.

Theorem 17-1.

Theorem 17-2.

Theorem 117-3.

For poin/P1(xl,Y1) and P2(x,y2), the

. co rdinates of M, the midpoint of. P1P2, are

( xl + x2 yl +.y2.)

2 ' 2

The graph of any equation of the-form y = mx + b

is a straight line.

Two nonvertical lines are parallel if and only if they

have the same slope.

Two nonvertical lines are perpendicular if and'oraY

if the product Of their slopeS is -1.

Example 1. Prove that the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.

This theorem, which,you have already proved by using congruent

triangles, can also be proved by assigning coordinate axes to a general

parallelogram. Since we can place the axes wherever. we choose, we shall

place them with the origin at one vertex of the. parallelogram, as in the
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figure shown here. Then

the coordinates of A

are (0,0), and the

second coordinate of

We have chosen to

use b as the first

coordinate of B, and

to use the letters d

and h as coordinates

of D. So B is the

point (b;0),, and D.

is the pOint (d,h). Now we shall assign suitable coordinates to

making use of the fact that ABCD is a.parallelogram.

Since DC II AB, the second coordinate of C is h,, the same as

the second coordinate of D. 'Since the opposite sides of a parallelogram

are congruent, DC = AB = b. Hence the first coordinate of C is d + b.

The figure with

appropriate coordinates

assigned to the-vertices,

and with the diagOnals

drawn, is as shown.here.

We shall prove that

AC and BD bisect

each other by showing

that their midpoints

have the same

coordinates.

From the Mid-,r

point Formula, we find:
4,

Midpoint of pC (0 0 + h
2 ' 2

(d + b
2 '

( \
Midpoint of BD

11
-

d + b
2 ' 2/ .*

Thus the two Segments have a common midpoifst. That is, they bisect each

other.
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4

Check Your R1ading

1. What geometric theorem was proved in Example 1?-

f2. In assigning a coordinate system to the figure,4Where did we place

the origin? -

3. What coordinates did we assign to points A, B, and D?
.4

4. How did we decide that the coordinates, of point '6 should be

(d + b, h)?

5. How was the Midlibint Formula used in the proof?

' Exercises 17-4b

(Class Discussion)
Ott .

As another example of a geometric ,p=of using coordinates, consider

the following:

4a) -On a set of coordinate axes draw P ABC with M-r,0);',
2 2Bli,

,. ,

and C a point ;,y), such that.ex * r 7/.

rec N1 that x2 2 .

y
2' Ss the distance'from the origid

to. (x,yr)

) .Check your figure with

that shown here. Then

complete the following

statements.

If MI_ is the slope of

AC, then
ml

If m2 is the slope of

BC, then
m2

'?

.e

J.

,4'
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(c) m2'=

2-

(x + r )(x - x(x - r) + r ? )

2 2
Y. y___

x
2

- Xr Xr r
2

( ?. )

,
(a) 1i, x

a
+ -y

2
;, = r

2
, then y

2
= ? and x

2
-Y-

ml m2 2
-Y

A

..Hence' AC i

Let us see what we have proved in Exercises 17-4b.

We begaa with AO = OB = OC.. Thus we know that A, B) and C

are points on the circle whose center is 0 a.nd whose, diameter is AB.

This can be desc'ribed as saying, that LACB is inscribed in .a semicircle.

We proved th&t AC I BC, hence LACB is a right angle.

Since C. could be any point on the circle, except A or

can state what we have proved as, the gen4a1 theorem:

An angle`nsdribed in a semicirclais a right,angle.

This,is another way of stating what was proved in'Chapter 15,

ExerciSes

"Any angle formed by I vertex on a circle and by, raya from the

_ .

vertex through the endpoints of a diameter of that circle. is

a right angle."

n.
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Elercises l7 -4c

Use coordinate geometry-to prove each of the following.

1.' The diagonalsof a...rectangle

have equal lengths. (Hint;

Place the axes as shown and

finish assigning coordinates

to the vertices of the

rectangle.)
.

The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant

from its three vertices. (Hint: ;Locate the axes.along the legs of

the triangle and name the vertices of the acute angles (2a,0) and

(0,12b).)

3: The diagonals of a square are perpendicular to each other.

k. The line joining the midpOints of two sides of a triangle is parallel

to the third side of the trian le a equal to one-half of it.

(Hint: Put one vertex at the or n, and the other two at (2a,0)

and (2b,2c).)

5. . Every point on the perpendicula- bisector of a segment is equidistant

from the ends of the segment...Put the segment along the

X-axis, with the:Yaxisthe perpendicular bisector of the segment.)

6. A ABC is placed. on a oordinate system with A at (0,0), B

(2b,2c) and C:at '(2a,0). Through t e midpoint M of BC,

AM is eXtendedso that MP AM.

(a) -Prove that ACPB is a parallelogram:

(b)- State what,you have proved as a general theorem about extending

a median of a.t angle.

I7
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17-5. Three Dimensional Coordinate Systems

0

4 ..

The drawing above represents a small room, 8 feet wide; 12 feet long

and 9 feet high. There is a door 6 feet high in the center of one end.

From point M, the midpoint of the top of the'door frame, a wire is stretched

to a top Corner P, of the opposite wall. How long is the wire?

Exercises 17-5a

(Class Discussion)

Select N on PN1 so that Nile= 6 ft... Thus MMININ is a

-r-e-ctangle,.and p MNP is a right triangle. PN = ?

By the Pythagorean Property, PM = I(PN)2 + ? ; we do not know

the length of MN, but. we do know that MN -4 '?
ba

..;

3. ,O, M'RN' is also a triangle; M' N' = 1/(MIR)2 + ?

4. RN' = ? ; .M2 i is the midpoint of RS, hence M'R = ?.

MI N''= 1412 + ?

5. PM = I/ 4 i60 = = q

6. The wire is feet long:

39
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In the exercises aboWwio were concerned with finding a distsince

between two points in space, given numerical information which did not all

relate to a single. Plane: This involves the locationsof a point in space by

Means of three numbers.

Given a point, we can describe its location on a line containing the

point by assigning a coordinate system to the.line and stating the unique

number which is the coordinate of the point.,

Given a pdint, we'can describe its location in a plane containinE the

point by assigning two coordinate axes to the plane and stating the ;unique
.4

ordered pair of numbers which are the coordinates of. the Nint.

If we need to describe the location of the given point in sPae,

we need a third axis, perpendicular to the. X-:and Y-axes. We describe

the point by stating an ordered triple of numbersx.,

For example, to a sketch of

the'roaq described at the beginning .

of this-section, we might assign a

coordinate system as indicated here,

with. the origin at point R. We.

shall assume that the positive

direction'of each axis is as"'

follows:

X- axis,: positive numbers to the ,

front.

y-axis: positive numbers to the

right.

2.=a-xis: positive numbers 22.

Now we can describe. each point'in

the sketch above by an ordered triple

(x,y,z). For example,

R is the point (0,0,0)

S is the point (8,0,9).

T is the point (8,12)0).,:

4



Exercises 17-5b

1. Give the ordered-triples corresponding to points U, V, W,

and NI in the figure above:

Give also the ordered triples corresponding .to points M, M', and

N in the figure at the beginning of the chapter, assuming the same

assignment of axes as the one'described.

Suppose that the origirk.had been placed at .S instead'of R,; with

the.same agreement about the positive direction.. Give the ordered

triples with reference to the new axes for points M, M', N, N',

R, S,'T, U, V*, and W.

Suppose that XXI, YYt, and

ZZ! are three lines intersecting in

point.0,-with XX' I:1D,

ZZI, and /2.1 1

Recall that two intersecting

lines.'determine a plane. Thus we

have three panes determined by the

three linps, taken in pairs.

); 1
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Exercises 17-5c

The figure shoWn berepicturesAhree planes A, B, and C, which
are mutually perpendicular (A 1 B, Al C, B I. C), with lines of inter

'section as indi,cated.

1.

z'

Of planes A, B, and C, which plane is determined by the inter-
.

secting lines

(a) XXI and YY/ ?

'(b) XX/ and ZZ' ?

(c) YY' and ZZ'

k2
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a.

f

2. (a) XX' is the intersection of plane A with plane ?

(b) The intersection of planes B and C, is

.(c) Planes A and. C intersect in ?

(d) The intersection of all three planes is ?

(e) The three planes divide space into regions.

'Planes. A,l3, and C can be named by identifying the axes whloh'

dettrMine the planes. For example, plane A is the XY-plane.

Give similar names for planes B and C.

4. Since planes A, B, and C are mutually perpendicular, their lines-. 11-40. a
.of intersection. XX!, YY2., and. ZZ2 are also mutually pe ulcer

Thus, they are a set of coordinate axes to which we can-relate points

in space. For any point P(x,y,z) on XX', both y and z have

the value 0, hence the coordinates of the poiV take the form

(x,0,0) where x is some real number. Express the form of the'

coordinates of P for each of the following cases.

(a) P is on YY'.

(b) P is on ZZI.

(c) P is in plane A.

(d)" P is imaplane B.

(e) P is in the YZ=plane.

5. The eight regions into which the three planes divide space are called

octants. We shall number the upper four+ these as ated in the

drawing on the next page, with octants* J. IV cprr ing to quad-

rants I - IV in plane A. The octav*ielbw a will be named

in the same order, with V below I, yr '411 below' III,

and VIII below IV. For any point in (Scant all three

coordinates are; positive." In octant II, negati"lie;,y:.and z

are positive. List the signs of the cobidina-tea,in the2btper six

octants.

143
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.

6.° We shall assume that by using three mutually perpendicular axes we

can set up a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all ordered

triples of real numbers and the set of points in space.

(a) If a point is on one of the axes, at least , of.its
-(how Masi')

coordinates i%k(are) 0.

jr:'.1144nt is in-one of. the planes determined by a pair of axes,

Of its coordinates is (are) 0.

T:f a 1**4

PT.i,11,114xwa4

n °'one of the eight octants, then. ?' of itj"

are) 0.

J1e.below, describe where the point lies in

Rrdinate system.

is on tie Y-axis.

(5,0,-2) is in the XZ-plane.

(-3,5,-1) is in octant' VI.

(a) (0;0,3)

(b) (- 2,3,0)

(c) (0,3,-3)

(d) (5,73,-1)

(e) (-5,-3,1).

(f) (5,3,-1)
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17,6. 'Distance Between Points in Space

We should recall here the distance formulas that we have found for two

joints on a line and fOr two pOints on a'plane.

Exercises 17-6a

(Class Discussion)

1. If P
1

and P
2

are two points on the number - ;pine, with coordinates,

x
1

and x2, respectiyely, then 172 = ? . Since

= 1x2 - we could write

2. For points Pi( ,y2..) and P2(x2,y2), two points in the number

plane, .P1P2 = ? . If both points are on the x-axis,

y2
2

so the distance becomes If both are on

the y-axis, then PiP2

3. Now think about two points in space, Pi(xl, 1,z1) ,and

P
2
(x

2
,y

2'
z
2
).

(a) If both points are on the same coordinate axis, at least two

numbers in each ordered triple have the value ? . For

example, if both are on the Z-axis, P1 (0,0,z1) and

= (0,0, ? ), hence F
1
P
2

= (z
2

- z
1
)2 or 1z

2 2

(b) If both.points are in the same coordinate plane, at least oi044

number in each ordered triple is 0; for example, if both

are in' the XZ-plane,. :thell both y
1
'and ? are 0,

" 1V2

(c) Following this pattern:

Points Distance P P
1 2

On a line
i' P2(x2

1 (x2 -
x1)2

c

In a plane P1(x1,y1), P2( 1/(x2- xi)
2 1

(Y Y )

What do you guess that the formAaruld be for the distance

between P
1
(x

l'- 1'
z
1 2
) and P (x

2
,y
2'

z
2
)?

2

)4 5
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. given

In order to verify .'our guess concerning the formula for Ply2,

PI(x1,y1,z1) and P2(x2,y2,z2), let us look at'this figure,

which we can imagine as a box with P
1

and P2 at diagonally opposite,

corners; and with etch edge of the box parallel to, one of the coordinate.

axes.

From geometry we ch show that, since P1A is perpendicular to two

lines in a plane parallel to the XY.-plane,' P1A4 is perpendicular to any

other line through A and lying in the plane. Specifically; P1A 1 AP2,
hence AP

1
P
2 is a right-triangle, and P

1
IT
2

is the hypotenuse of the
J

triangle.

AP
1

is parallel toethe

on a line to compute

Z -axis, so we use the formula for distance,

(Ap1)2 )2.

AP
2

lies in a plane parallel to the

formula for distance in a plane to coMpute

2 ,2
= (x2'- x

1
l) +-a

46
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y2 Y1
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write

For theright triangle AP , using the Pythagorean Property, we

(P1P2)

=

(Ap1)2
(AP2

z1)2

\

- x1)- +'(Y2

x1)2 yl)2 2

Exercises 1726b

1. Find AB, given:

(a) A(4,..-1,-); B(7,3,7)

(b) A(0,4,5); B(6,2,8a,

(c) A(3,0,7); B(-1,3,7).

(d) A(3,4,5); B(8,4, )

(e) A(6,1,0);

(f) A(1,2,3); B(o,o,o)

2. Shcra. that: A ABC with vertices A(2,4,1), B(1,2,-2),. C(5,0,-2)

is a right triangle.

3. Is the triangle with vertices .A(2,0,8), B(8,-4,6),- C(-4,-2,4)

isoscelesi. Justify your answer.

4. Determine.if E ABC is equilateral, given:

(a) A(1,3;3), B(2,2,1), C(3,4,2)

(b) A(6,2,3), B(1,-3,2)r C(0,-2,-5)

5c Show that-the opposite sides of the figure ABCD with-vertices

A(3,2,5), B(1,1-1,1), C(4,0,3), D(6,1,7) are congruent.

Given P
1
(2,-3,5). P

2
(5,3,-1).

(a) Find P1P2

(b) The axes are translated so thatthe origin moves to the point

whose coordinates are (2,0,0). What are the.new coordinates

of P.
1

and .P2?

4
The axes are moved again so that the origin is at the point

whtse original"coordinates were (2,-3,0). What coordinates

(c)

do P" and P now have?

.

(d) A final translation of the axes takes the origin-to (2,-3,5).

Give the'coordinates of Pi and P2 under this transformation.
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For PiP2, we have formulas for finding the coordinates of its

midpoint M, if P
1

and P
2 are on the number line or are in the coordinate

plane.

Exercises 17-6c

(Class Discussion)

1 Given P
1
(x

1
) and P2(x2), two points on the number line, the

coordinate of M is ?'

Given Pi(xl,y1) and P2(x2,y2), two points in the coordinate

plane, the coordinittes of M are given b'\the ordered pair

( , ? ).

3. What do you guess the coordinates of M would be if

and P
2
(x

2/
y
2'

z
2 are thought of as two points in space?

\(

The fact that the coordinates of M are, as you probably guessed,

)2 Y1 Y2 zl z 2,,

2 ? 2 / 2
) might be proved, using the figure shown here,

-

as follows:
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Assume that M is the midpoint of PiP2. Draw MN II AP
1

and

MR H AP2, as showny'with N on AP2 and R on AP Then N

triidpOint of segment AP2 'in the 41Z2-plane", which'is parallel to the

XY-plane, and 'R is the midpoint of API, a segment parallel to the

.Z-axis
x
1

+ x
2

Y 2

y
1 +

\
Y2

N has xy-coordinates ,( and since RFT i AP
a

AP2

at. N, these are also the xy-coordinates of M.

z1 -.I- z2

R has a z-coordinate , ; which is also the z-coordinate

of. M, since MR 1.4.P 1 .

xl + x2
Y2

z
1

+ z
2\Thus M is the point

( 2 2 2-
).

Exercises 17 -6d

1. For each of the following, find the length of AB and the coordinates.

yf the midpoint of AB.

(a) A(0,4,5); B(-6,2,8)

(b) A(3,0,7); B(-1,3,7)

(0- A(0,0,0); B(-4,6,.-3) `e

2. The coordinates of the midpoint of a segment are (8,74,1). .If

the coordinates of one end point of the segment are (4,-1,3),

fin the coprdinatesof the other end point.

3. (a) For each of the following find the lengths of the sides of the

triangle:

6 ABC with A(5,9,11); B(0;-1,-4); C(5,-11,1)

6 DEF with\ D(4,3,-4); E(-2,9,-4); F(-2,3,2)

6 GHJ with G(2,4,2); H(4,5,4); J(4,2,1).

(b) For each triangle in part (a), answer each of these questionS:

Is ;it a right. triangle?

Is it an isosceles triangle?

Ulateral triangle?



4. Recall t if AB + BC = AC; then A, .B, and C are collinear
points, 1th B 'between A and C. \For each of the following

decide whether or not the points are collinear and if they are,'.

which two are.the end ipoints.',

.(a) A(3,-2,-7); B(6,4;-5); C(12,16,-1)

.(b) A(1,2,5); B(5,-10,1-1); C(3,74,2)

(c) A(0,4,3); B(1,6,1); C(-1,5,3)

(d) A(1,2,1:1.);. B(7,-7,,-22); C(-1,5,-2)

In Exercises 17-6b youhowed that if the vertices of the figure

ABCD are A(3,2,5); B(1,1,1), C(4,0,3), and 0(6,1,7),

then the oppositesides are congruent,. 'Now decidp whether

A, B, C,- D are coplanar by finding the midpoints. of the diagonalS

AC and BD.. glxplain how this helps yoU'to decide.

17-7. Algebraic Description of Subsets of Space

The use of an ordered triple to describe a'point by stating its

position with respect to three coordinate planes can literally add a new

dimension to our thinking. For example, consider'the set of points for

which the sentence "x - 1" is true. Before we can.describe the'points,

we must-determine the larger set from whichour set of points is to be

selected. "Is it a line? or a Plane? or all of the points in space?

Exercises 17-7a

(Class Discussion)

Describe these two sets of points:

(a) (x : x =

(b) (CZ,y) x = 1

Consider this set:

(a)

((xy,z) x = 1).

Here we are 4oking for all tf thepoints in space For which the

first coordinate is ?



, .

(b) The points we want will all lie in the same

.(c) The plane containing the points is parallel.to the ?

coordinate.plane, asrepresented bY,plane P iri the sketch.

Describe the set o point inches from the origin.

(a) If we mean, be set of points on the number line whose distance

from. the origin is 3 inches, we can. describe the; set by the

notation (-3,3),, or by (x : 1.x1'= 3) or by

: ?

The graph Of this set consists o f ?- point(s7.

(b) If we mean the :set 'of points in the coordinate plane whose

distande from the'origin is 3, we recall the distance

formula,

we can write

41d. = ? + Y

A

Since one point is thet'origin,
0

For the

? + ?

set of points for which the distance IS we could write

((x,y) x2 + '? = ?, )



Al

' Oib

Th; graph of t 5 set' is atiFircle with radius and center
' '

-at the 7 4 . 1;t.

(1) e .

e
a .

If we mean thset of p.ntin space
.. Ar,

z )
',

111,,r#.7

The graplaethis set is ? , with radiu9 and

center at thewigin.

inches from the origin

9) k

47.

Describe each of the following sets as definitely as possible:.-*
(a) ((x,y) x2 + 14-)*

The set consists. of ,:

all points in the

coordinate ?

whose distance from

the origin is

The graph of the set

is a with

center:at the

as shOWn in the

sketch.

(b) ) :,x? + y2.= 4)

The set consists

of all points in,

whose.' '

distance. from

the z-axis . is

? . The

'face perpendicular

to the', ?. -plane

whose intersectiOn

with.thtft plane is

a . ? of ra4ir*Js

2* as. shown in the

sketch..

fp'



(c) x2 4-'y2 + z2 = 1)

The set consists of

all points in ?

whose distance from

the ? is 2.

The graph is a

of radius

? with center

at the 1 .

Exercises 17-7b

Describe each ofwthe following sets as definitely as possible;,draw
graphs as directed.

1. (a) (x : x =

=- 3)

Y = 3)

x =-Ni)

.

x + y =3)

x + y + z =3)

3.
2

(a) (x : x = 2)

(b) ((x,y) : x24t 2)

(c)
f(x,yp2,) : x2 2)

Q.

q
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4. Describe each and draw the graph.

2.

(a) ((x2y) x + y
2

= 1)

(b) ((x,y,z) x
2

+ y
2

= 1)-

(c) ((x,y,z) x
2

+ y
2

+ z
2

= 1)

5 DesCribe each and draw the graph.

(a) (x : x > 5)'

(b) ((x,y) : x > 5)

(c) ((x,y,z) x > 5)

6. Describe each and draw the -graph for (a) and for (b).

(a) (x : -1 < x < 3)..Y

(b) ((qc,y) : -1 < x < 3 and -1 < y40-2)

(c) ((x,y,z) :-1,< x< 3 and -1 < y < 2 and -3< z.<2).

gi-aph for (c) is:
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17 -8. Summary

, .

Section ,17 -1.

The slope of a,nonvertical line is the value of in in the
equation of the, line, writ-ten in theform y = mx + b.

The slope of any horizontal line is 0.

The equation of a vertical line cannot be written in the fotim
y = mx + b. No Slope is assigned to a vertical line.

If two points on a nonvertical line are known, the number which
fb the slope-of the line is giveh by the fractiOn

difference of ordinates
difference of abscissas

If. P1(xl,y1):' and P2(x2,y2) are two points on A-nonvertical

line, then the slope 4 of P1P2 is -given by the formula,

Y2 Y1m
x2 - xl

If m < 0 the line slopea downward from left to right; if
m = 0. the line is Irrizontal; if m > 0, the, line rises from left
to right.

If the slope of a line- and'a single point on the line are known
the line canbe located very.quickly. If the slope is positive, more
Points are located by moving "to the right and up"; for a negative
slope, move "to the right and down".

'.The point where the line intersects the Y-axit is called the
Z-intersection of the line; the value of i at this point is called
the rintercept..

The form y = mx +.b is called the slope-intercept form of a
linear equation because the number m is the slope of tie line and
the number b is its 1-intelIcept.

Section

An equation of aline can be written, given the slope m and the
coordinates (x,yi) of a point, as follows:

. -

(1) Substitute m, , and y1, in the form y = mx + b, then
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(2) solve the resulting equation for b, then

(3) substitute M and b in- y = mx + b.

If two,points are known, the slope can be computed from the

coordinates of the points; then-an equation can be written as described

above.

An alternate way of, writing an equation of the line through

1/
y
1

) with slope m is

y
.Y1 m(x

Section 17-.3.

The; pllowing theorems are stated and proved:

Theoret 17-1; The graph,of any equation of the form y = mx + b

is a straight. line.

.

Theorem 1I-2. TWohOnvertical lines are parallel if and only if

%they'have'the same slope.

Theorem 17 -3. TwO areperpendicular if and
°. .

only if the product of itthe slopes is -1.
. ,

Section 17-4.

A shift of either or both of the coordinate axes such that the

X-axis remains horizontal and the Y-axis remains °vertical is called

a'translation of the axes. _

A property is said to be invariant under a translation if the

property is the same, after the translation as it was before.

InVariant properties under translation of axes include

(1) 'distance between two points,

(2) slope of line,

(3) parallelism of lines,

(4) perpendicularity of°1ines.

Coordinate proofs of many'geometriC facts are possible, based

on the Distance Formula, the Midpoint Formula, and the, three theorems

listed in'Section'17-3.
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In writing a coordinate proof, we begin by

.- ......,.

. (1) placing coordinate
.
axes

.
in the plane of thefigursajn'',4,

that makes it easy to assign coordinates:.,t6'0Wpc0ts.lw.,
- .

the figure, and

(2) using known properties of the figure td.assIsn;.CObedinated.

to. other points in terms of the ccordinatedal#0yasgned.

,

Section 17-5.

For points in space,

coordinate axes, mutually

ordered triple of numbers.

a coordinate.sys±em.cOnsi,stfTthree

perpendicular; a poin-Cl.s;!deSdrit?:0&.:13Y.'An'-

'71,:,

The three coordinate axes,

mutually perpendicular planes.

Section 17-6.

If pi(xl,yz P1,1) and, 2.(.x,y't

taken in pairs,,determine,three.:!-

(...,

space, then

arex9.ToiAts_i

(1) the,lengtiv.of 4s,iqx
a 2 2

) thd midpbEirt. of P P12

Section 17-7..

) 6 :

Before we can etcribe the set of.p6,int fOi7;yni*La:.pentence

containing ledd:than three:variables ist/UE;),:Ve4peed4O'.ow the

larger set from whiCin, oUrsetOfpointsiatrol'Pei.epte:.

For exatqlel '
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Chapter 18

PROBLEM ANALYSIS

18-1. Some "Mysterious Mathematical Powers"

'How do people make discoveries? Is there some mysterious p cess that

leads them to the solution of problems in mathematics, nuclear fission, rocket
0,

design, conservation of natural resources, and the like? As you may know,

there are no simple answers to the.abOve questions. However there are' ome

approaches to problem-analysis which can be helpful in organizing your

thinking,.and which are easy, to learn. We will disduss many different problem

situations in order to illustrate and develop some strategies that can be used

to help solve problems, but wewillnotb:e':Ove'rly concerned with the complete

solutions for all of these PrObiMS.

Some of the following situations may be surprising to yOu. We hope'to"

illustrate the power that one can have when he knows how to translate verbal

statements into symbolic statements. The techniques introduced here. will be

useful in the analysis of many-different kindsof problems. If you learn'how

to analyze these situations, then -you should be able to write directions which

will "fOI-Oe" someone to revealtom,YOu'aUcn.things as his age, how much change

he has in his pOcket, his address", add the, like. FOr example, using the

following instructions,' you can "force" him to get a particular number for an

answer. Try it out for yourself.

(1) Choose any number, other than zero.

(2) Add three to the nuAr.

Multiply the sum by.two.

SUbtract six from the product.

Divide this difference by the original number.

Everybody's answer will be 2, regardless of his.choice of the begin-,'

.:nirig.number! .Why is this true? Let us see if we can analyze the Situation,

catid perhaps learn how to create a set of instructions which will.give as an

answer any number you may want.
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Exercises 18-la

(Class Discussion)

1. Suppose that we let N represent a number, N g.4

(a) lieScribe the output of the function f : N -N + 3
,

Describe the output of the furictiorl-E : N -'2(N

(c) Describe the output of the l'unctio.n : N

:22 N 3)) .-- 66..

.

(d) .Describe the output of the function j': N
N

(e) Simplify the expression'which is the.routput of the function

(f) If N is a.numberand N / 0, then what number will the

--expression in the outpUt of j always represent? Do you :Oee

why the trick works?

2. Follow these instructions:

'(1) Multiply your age; in years, by four.

(?) Add ten to...the product.",of your age and four.

(3) Multiply this sum by twenty -five.

1 (4) Subtract the number of days in.a year, (365), from the

product.

(5) Add the amount of change in.your pocket (less than 1.00),

to this difference..
.

(6) Add 115 to this sum.

'The'two dfgiis, on the right will re4esent the amount of change, and

.the, remaining digits on the left will represent your age. If you

translhte the above'instructions; as in Exercise 1;:"this translaion

will'help you understand why this puzzle always works. Let A

represent:an age in years and C an amount of change less than

1.00.

(a) Write a series of fUhetions; 'like those in Exercise 1 whose

outputs can be described by the instruction* listed above.

(b) Simplify the expression in the output'of the last functiOn.

(c) Did you get 100A + C when you sitplified the expression in the

output of the last function?
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(d) Why is the ones digit of 'A in the hundreds place of the final

answer ?' Why is C. in the ones plate or the ones and tensplaces

of the final answer?

(e), If C was a dollar ormore, tshen what effect would this have on

the hundreds.place of the final answer?

In:Exercise 2 'above, if you ask someone for his answer before adding

115 , and then coo this addition mentally, it will appear that you have

"mystical" powers. ictually.your powers will have a mathematical foundation,

but this may not be apparent tp5rour audience. However, we hope that yOu see

how the procesS of "translation" helps you to'understand the situation, and

to see why the number "trick" works. 'Transl'ation techniques are of consider-

able importance in the understanding andthe.erganization-of many problems,

and we .shall use them as a basic poblem:analysib strategy.

Exercises' 18-lb

Show, using translation techniques, that by folloWing the instructions

below you can cast a "spell" upon a person. No matter what number he

chooses, the'resultof following the instructions carefully; will.

always be the."lucky" number 7.

(1) Choose a number.

(2) Add three to the number.

(3) Multiply this sum by'two.

(4) Add.eight to this product.

(5) Subtract twice the original' number from this sum.

(6 Divide this difference by 2.

Cast a "Halloween" spell on a friend by writing .a set of foUr or more

instructions which will always result in the 'unlucky" number 13 as

the final answer. Use translation techniques to show that yoiar

instructions will always work no_matteryhatnumber hp.chooses.
a.

4

3. repeaents the number of the birthday month, A(1 for January,

2 for Vbrqary, etc.)-,.and D represents the number of the'day of

the month, then show that the following instructions will enable you
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to determine a person's birthday.

(1) Add 7 to the number of..the birtheLiy-month.

(2) .Multiply this sum by 20.

(3).

(10 Multiply this difference by4.5.
VOX

(5) Add the day of the birthday month to this product.'.;.
7r.

Mentally subtract 500 from the last sum. The last two digits on..tthe;'
. 1-

4i!

right will represent the -day of the month and the digit or digits dO

the left of the nufneral will represent the. number of the month.

. Pick any three consecutive numbers: Add them together. Divide that

sum by three. Subtract one from this quotient.. Show that the result
,

will always bethe firs-tof the threeoonsecutive numbert chosen.

Subtract 40 from this product.

6.
5. Show why the folldwing number.ntrick" always 118rks: Write down your

4

house number... (Omit any fractions.) Multiply it by four. Add

twelve to.this product.; Multiply this sum by twenty-five. Add your

to this'prOduct. Subtract 365, the number of days in a year

Add 65. The tens end units digit .of;your.answer will give you your

age; and th6 rather digits will represent your house number.

18 -2. Translation of Phrases

Problems can occur in many different forms and'they aremot usually

well understood at first. In fact, one significant activity in problem

theanalysis is the procest.of deterMining what impbrtant questions are really

involved in the problem siztuation. Howe er, a major step toward the analysis,

and eventual. solution, of manyproblems s the translation of the problem

into a convenient form which will permit some manner of organized analysis.

Many of the first phraSes that you gill be asked to translate will be

qUite. simple. However, we will use the:translation of.these simplb,phrases

to Illustrate the skills that are helpful in the translatiOn of compleX

Sentences..

Some of the things that are useful to do when translating a phrase are:

(1) to.identify.each variable as repi.esenting an unspecified 'number;
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(2) to state"as completely as possible, what each variable'represents

(e.g., x represents the number Of dollars in the cost of a

bicycle), a.

(3) to identify any basic operations that are suggested in the

phrase, and

u
(4) to. identify all functions in the phrase and clearly describe

the outputs of these functions.

In the following exercises you are asked to translate. froM mathemati-

cal phrases to English phrases and from English phrases to mathematical

phrases. We hope that this process will enable you to see the frequent need

for a detailed stepby-step analysis of problem situations.

Exercises 18-2a .

(Class Discussion)

1. Given the functiOnl_t : (R, W) -4R - 1-14, W. Trarislate the expression

which isthe,output into an English phrase by completing the following

steps:

(a) In the output of function f, we will assume that R and W
are names for 2. is

(people, humbers.)

(b) The Phrase 4 W. represents the ? of the numbers

and W.

1
(c) The.phrase -1-4: W represents the ?: of the

1two numbers' R and Ti W.

(d) Usually we find that.Variables represent numbers with more

meaning attached to them. If R represents a numbei of right

answers a student got on a test, then can you describe W more

completely? If possible, dosd.
0

i

Write an English translation of the phrase which is the output
1of the function, f : (R, W).-.4 R - 1- W whete R representsa

number of correct answers a student got on a iultiple choice

test and W represents the number of wrong answers. he got on .

f

. .

1

(sum, difference

(e)

the same test.
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Find, .function-whose outpUt is described by the following English
.,phrase:

"For a typicalstudent the tptaI'daily intake, in grams, ofl

vitamin 'A and vitamin. if the vitamin B., intake is three

times the vitamin 'A intake:-

E50 If represents a number of grams of vitamin .A 'don4med.by a

typical student, :then the .output of the function'

.Ka 3K

. -
can be described as

(b) The Ward %Ptal".hereiudiCatesthe operation of. addition.
. .

E '
4

Therefore a" functrionwhOse output eouldserve as a mathematical

modelf.'theEnglish:Phrase ..stated'forthis vroblem is

Ih the following; thieword"transation" is used,in the lOoqe sense,,

rIteaningthat,.eachefthe sYmbols:for-the:oPerations of addition,

74.ubtraCtioult'ipiidaton,-and,diVisiontrayllead tea variety of

cOimmonlyed:EngliSh phrases,' For each example write two additional

-phraseS.that:'might. lead to' the indicated operation.'
,. .

(a): The *k491. "..O.i.cin,a phrase like

',translated "the:Sum'of%

TheaymbOl " ", in a phrase,- like.

translated "dedreased

(c)-:The symbol -in: a phrase

translated !the. prodUctof"'.:

,

"a + b"; is sometimes

like

(d) The symbol ": ",..iii.a.phrase like

translated "the:quotient 'of ".

a

b",

is sometimes

is sometimes

We are asking you to translate phrases in twordirections."We intend..

this to be a first step toward the precise tranalatiotii. necessary,

(1) to construct a good mathematical model of a prOblem situation; and

. .
.

(2) to interpret verbally your Conclusions, from that
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Exercises 18,2b

A

Write an English phrase which describes the outputs mentioned in the

functions below. State clearly what each variable repre8ents in your

translation. (Exercises:1 through '12. )

1. f : t -4 60 t f ,r)
r

, r / 0

2.. f s' .(L,W) -02L + 2W 8. f : r. -0(2) (3.1416) r A.

3. d (3.14} a 9. f ('2,y) -42 1:7-42

4. f : (b;h) 2 bh 10. f : (a,b,c) -0a + b + c

5. f : s s2 11. f : ( ,y) - 2y

O

6. f : (P,r,t, ) --P p '12,. f : m,/-0111 - 5

,
.

.
.

In each of the exercises determine a function whoe output could be
....

described by the given English phrase. ,.. Identify cIetOrly -c.ihat the given.

variable or variables represent. Choose a variable if none'ls given ark' 0/1

use only one variable unless directed to do .otherwise. (Exercises 13 through..;

18.)

'13. .ehe number of dollars earned in t ,;hours at three dollara:an hour.

14..4 The number of-yards in 't

15. The average of three test 'scores, x,

16. The S,Um of two consecutive integers.

17. The' product of twoconsecutive

Fifteen inches More' than twice

. rectangle.

Y, and

ON

even. integers.

the number ofInches
o.

St

in 4Le length of a

-

-1,8-3: Translation OP Sentences

YOU have found SolutiOn ' seis of sentence: formed by combining

mathematical phrasea, such as , "3n +,1,"1 "2 ", "25 -

.!Mathematical verb .'forms like "=7, ">.'1; '"<". We' find that many ,times

ox two mathAmatiCal sentences can serve .as a model of a problem. Situation-.

which 'takes several English statements to describe.,

Consider the followdnig sentence:

35x '+'(7.0)(40)'= 5o (x 40).,
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'Translating this sentence into-Engibh isAlk.writing a story,when,you know

the ending. Let's bee if we can work beekwara and write a problemtwhich is-
=tit.

an English translation of the-sentence..

In the above = ce it is pos Ie to r,entify several different

functions. It is usually h describe the tputs or these functions.

f : x -)35x

x -4 35x + -(70)(40)

h x x + 4o
1

7.

The first thing we need to do fn order to interpret the output of any
1:

of these functions is to agree upon what the variable :c represents. Let's
- 5

agree to the following statementas one interpretation of the variable 's.:

". x represents a number of, ounces of gold in a compound."
. ,1: 1

(It is only fair to point :ohat we.may have. to reyise
4.1

. ,

and clarify this statement as we become more involved in

the. problem.)

We also need to agree upon what the nuMbers

represent. SuppoSethet:

and

35 represepts the cost,, in dollars, of one ounce of gold,

40 represents the number of ounces of platinum in the compound

.

-70 represents the cost, in.dollars, of one ounce of platinum, and
o

50' represents the cost, in-dollars, of one ounce of the mixture

and platinum.

,Exercises 18-3a

(Class Discussion

Interpret the output of the function f : x -)35X.

What is the interpretation Of (70)(40)?

3., 'Interpret the output cf:the.Tunction g : x -) 35x + (70))(40)

4. Interpret' the output of the fanction h x,-)x +

.. 5. Interpret-the output of ,the fUnction -)50,(x 4-6)0.

6: Is the following a pos8dbIe.tran0Ation of thelyntenCe?

.

The plating of a secret satellite.must be - mixture of pure

platinum and gold. Exactly forty ounces of'pureplatinum

must be used an order for the satellite to perform correctly:

rm
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c:':

Pure platinum costs 7 70dollars an ounce, id costs 35... . ... .. .

sie,'dollars an wince. The"` t.*mItture Of:, platinum' and gold
rty.st be .1;50 dollarS7*.n.:4nce.; ,mow many ounceltbf 'gold must 1)le_
used in orde.r to make a Compound' h'I:ch .costs 50N,. dollar's an

'',!4' ounce?" 4 ..

4/ ''..

.: %
Now try writing a of 3r:thar own whet e agree that x --.,

1

represents a numbei* of pounds of lemon dropi.: if .a .candy store mixture
1 i

4

of lemon .deeps' and caramelS.

;7,*'. 4 '?!
In the f911oWing ekercises yotyfl,f-i-nlthat giving a clear desCrips-'

r.Lion' of the output of each :indicated,, function will help, yoil osgariize the
iiEnglish trigi,atiOn of the V,ventnathematicp.1 sentence. In order tio create4

a translation whose - ;parts fit together in a11 reasbnatle way i't isqlsualay' '.
neceiif; say to describe completely 11F of the vazdabies and numbers indicated
in the sentence. In describing the .outputql, of the indiCated functional
reirtfk.prrsAips, you will identify tiaeoyarious indica operations, and
interpret the effect of those ofieratiNi on the numberalind 'variables in-
v,olved. ''''Tai,be sure, many or' the stepsOescribed above ardk ventuallr done`'
mentally.or are cEmbined into a single step., birt- at this post we feel that

4"
f:wild gain some helpful skills and understandings bsinvestigating this

'" `3''-transle.t0,o0Srsicess in detail. o,; v 0
ExamnIe 1.: Givn the sentence 20 + 1500ti-21+' '4

a trans could be"Rade
<

ilso
oas. fows: Is di ,

Let 20 represent. the number of, time' per mfAute thal p man rtiti4
breathes at sea -

and y represetrt aR ntlitrger elf''. feet 'a man issbove sea level*
and 1500' represent the nUmber of feet o2--:.;increase irraltitud47`.

that cotrespondwto an increase of one bre,tiktViSer minute..
4 41, 11

Indicated Functional Relationshii3 rs" Descriptions of"'Outputs
zzl . .

-4 -jij- "the number of extra breaths
per minute .a man will take
at an altitude of fe4
above sea level."

a



is

h3;

g ; y -*20 +
1500

the total number of breaths

per minute a an will.take

74.t an altitude of y feet."

"theptotal number of b;eaths

per minute a man will take

at'an attitude of y feet."

h : y -4244

a Note that the outputs. of function g andfunction h must be described

in ,actli the4same,way Since the.sentence, 20 +
1500

- 2A, states that the

outputs of functions g and .h are equal.

°

A translation* ,can' now''bewritten:

"If a Man"breathes 20 times per minute at aea level add

if he .eakes one extra breath per minute for each increase

Of 1500 feet in altitude, then how high above sea'level
.0

. 1

will he be if, he breathes 24 times a minute?'"
;a

Exercises 18-3b

Write Engj_ish translations, in problem fOrmi for the following sentences.

State clearly your choice as to what each variable represents. Then state

What each part of the sentence represents,' and interpret,the output,of each.

fun tion involveg, Be sure that your translation makes sense!. Ise Creative,

arse our iMagination!

'1 1+ = 1

:9. 30 50 x

2. 40 = 2b + 43b) , ( + + 2 = 1.2

7 - lyl = 5
r

312 (--)(48)(n)

4. 64 = a2 + 25 * q'
7.

-T it".

,,,...

eA,
.

,8. . 75 + 65 z 77gt 3

..
s,

Inoaany situations,* also want,to translate English sentences into
w .

mathbmatical sentences. We find that esserEia4ay the same things must be
44

. done to triOnslate 'from English sentences to mathvmatical sentences as was

4t.o.Y done in, the translation of mathematical septenCbs to English sentences:.

It ' s useful: c.* -
'.'

.

1 ti...
(1) to 5-taste clearly and Completely-what the variable

..:4#

variables represent;
. 7.1

44.

4

.6
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(2) to represent carefullyAhe output'-of each of the functions

involited in'the problem situation, and to interpret each

output. (Note that this involves' recognizing the basic

(3),

. operations implied in the problem statement.);

to identity mathematical verb fOrts that are implied in the,

problem statement; and

(4) to be 'sure that'your translatiOn makes sense.

The'following examples illustrate the process of translating English

sentencea to mathematical sentences: Read through each of.the steps care.-

fully.

Example 2: ?The distance an object falls during the first second is 32

feet less n the distance it falls during the second second.

During'the two seconds it falls 48 feet or less, depending

on the air.resistance. How far does it fall 'durinethe second

'second?"

(1) d represents a number of feet an object falls durihg the

Asecond second.

. (2) f : d --0 d , 32 is a function the output of which represents a

distancd an'object falls during the first second.;:"

g : d --0(d - 32) +.d is a function the output of which represents

a total distance an object falls during,.two seconds.

(3)

(4) 48 represents the maximum number of feet an object f lls during

two seconds.

The phrase "48. feet or less" implies the verb form " < ".

The Mathematical sentence could.be:

(d - 32) + d < 48.

Check Your Reading
,-

,
'1. What part ofthe written problem-leads to the ',function .L.1212>!&:- 32T

N
2.. What part of.the written problem leads to the functionb-

g-.: d -0(d-- 32) +ci? 4,
.;)

What part of the written problem,:supports the Use o')the ord "maximum"

in describing the role of the nUMber "48": in the blem?

Att
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4. Is there any restriction on the replacement set of the variable that

is. caused by physical restrictions in the problem situation?!.

Sometimes one of the most difficult parts of.the translation process

is discovering the.functional relationships' that are involved in the problem.

The following.ia one approach that may help you in this task.

Example 1: "In a_gasoline economy test, one driver, startingwith,the firg.

group of-cars, drove for 5 hours at a Certain speed and was

then. 120 miles from the finish line. .Another driver, who set

oUt7later:from the same place with a .second group, had traveled

at7h
14

e :same rate as the first driver for -3 hours- and was 250:

'tales from the same finish line. How fast were these two -men

driving ?" -

Let r represent a speed. of a car, measured in miles_per hour.

If you chooSe a specific input value for .r, say 50, thi)s will

Sometimes help you see some of the fdnctional relationsilips.involved-in the,

problem situation. The resulting arithMetic phYase, the description of

those phrases, and the implied functional relationships are listed below.

Arithmetic Phrase DeScriptio*of Phrase Function

4
The distance a car goes in f.: r -45r .

five hours at 50 miles

( 5 )( 50)

per hdur.

The distance a car goes in

three hours at 50 miles

pet hour.

(5)(50) + 120. 120. miles more thanthe

distance a ca'r,goes in

5 hourS at 50. mph.

3)(50) + 250 250 :miles more than the.

distance a car gwOlin

'3 hours at 50 mph.

: r

k :

r 5r ;t. 120,.;;

.

The outputs of functions -h p.rid:k cgn be desc,:ibed..as"the total

di-stance from thestarting, line to the finish The mnthemetical :verb

> 3r +' 250'



form implied here is equality, "=". Therefore we can write : the,f011awing

Mathematical sentence:

5r + 120 = 3r+ 270.

Exercises 18-3c

(Class. Discussion)

Consider the following problem:

"TWo cars start from the same point at the7same:t1me,..and.

travel in the same direction at constant epeeds of 34

and 45 miles per hour, respectively. In how many hoUrs:

will they be miles. apart?"

.':
Usually we let the variable represent, a number that we are trying to

find in the problem. If we do this in the above problem, then:14. can

ceed as 'follows;
. ,

1. Let the variable. h represent

. : .

pro -.

2. The numbers 34 and 45 .can specifically represent

'3. The output of the function f : h 45h can be interpreted ?

4. The output of the function g ) 34h can be interpretdtas

5. The output function k h ) 45h - 34h can be interpre ed

"6. The number 35 1.4111 'represent

7. The mathematical, i/erb form implied by the

6 is 9

result6-.of.m.i0tiOns. Ahd

The mathematical sentence which

is:

tr4nSlation the .abov brobiet,

Pgte'fc s

'...,.,:...
Translate the folic*zing . gkl:,161ticserizenp into tel., S. -ept d ne..e s ,..

.. t.,... . . ...,. :, ,- .. ,x.,,,, - .. st::
which could. help solve the .prohle:ila.e7Lo 'do, iaot-"fhp:e 44:2 f itici the .e ti6n..'

7A .. 4. :4.... .1 .: . "16sets .at this time. State "dlee.r1Y.: 11A- :bEiC- . #8,r2. 1 resent0 - slad,00e sire .....- : 4 .4q. , ,,; ktr
, , .. .r. ki,...,./.,

.1.;.,, .. ,ie....:. . , : . ,. , ....

v..-!'ea: e:

i;:.



that you describe the, outputs of each of the functions.. involved,..as you
develop,: your 'sentence,: or sentences.

1. A first number. Is three more than a second number.. The sum of -the
/ two nutnbers''is.: 51 What are. the numbers?

'earit ravels 232 milOs in 4 hours: What is the average speed
e tar?

An d nuMber'whibh is"incra.sed by the next larger consecutive
nuikber =i6,:,eciu4.1.,to 144. What ,a re, the two numbr rs .

. .

The tiegree;MeasUre .41'. the Iargest':angle of a triangle J.6 20 more
than.tWic9etheaegree measure' of the s llest angle. The degree ....

.:mea4urer-.61'.:-,the' third angle The stud' of the Measures of the;
angleS of*a triangle is 1140,. 1..auat is -the Measure .of the siriaN,Ce.Ft

..angle? : '' -- .. -."'..s,'''.' : ^,?...::: , .:.5.-, - ! ,.: ....

?5*

. 4??''''

'the., area .6-f. 4 reptan-gui4a71'041-ied lot is -540;04-Asquare feet . The

-length of the let is' LEwiere tie wicatit.' .?..ind. lythe width of the lot.
'.. (ts,_1.f,'"' '1.1Jet w rg Prese4 the Aar -;Of.ittet l,,,t, the width of a ibt.

'.' .; ...'.. .. ..;.i: 1 ' ;:"I: . : '''. ..,;1;:' ,;. ; ..

..A .-I-)05! .,71415. a.ga.ip A . *41. £i.tt 34 i riqi,97" bri67M.f,Hee 'and averages 2 ,: miles
. -- '-', -:,,= .. !. '".V--,!-.:..,,. ' .

..
per,-hour..- He rOurne' b ne Mi IA ;,,., running ,17 1th .the wind, and averages

.ii,J. ti1:1-1..eS per ....hour. .:::41c/14.faSt ..calkthe..beiy r.run. in still air (no wind)
.: 4.

oI',;Oiew)5.61±. .twcvv,eriab s.. 41;4 write two
A

t1mat.ieal ence ) .
'9WiritegeZt 6:".4r5

thes..,-bhrequm'bers ?

Three .consecutive ,odd .1.2tegerss add
xriumber of tii.eSA: -n

Of these.

sup :

is the spijallest

the middle

What is ,--th6" largest

tlie

.512 sci.*re iriChea-.'.'LThe

,length. of tbet..ba.Se'Ef.ri,';
211. .inches and j.nc40#72,:'

21+

.reppec;Eiyely
. ;

length: of the: alt



11. Horatio Algae built a cirCular

swimming pool in his backyard.

The pool covers an area of

1700 :square feet. What is

the diameter of the pool?

'(Hint: The area of a circle

in terms. of the radius of a

Circle, r, is given by the

formula, A = gr
2
-)

,12. :.:As a boy, Horatio'Algae
sold papers on a street corner. He was paid

1 cent for:each paper sold during the week and 2 cents for each
paper sold on Sunday. During. one week he sold .1700 papers, including
Sunday sales. He received 22 dollars ' the week.. How many papers
did he sell on Sunday? (Use..two variables; write two open sentences.)'

13. -Horatio LoX, a cousin of Horatio gae and a rocket fuel expert,,was
preparing a.new mixture for an e e ithental missile. He found that
the amount of liquid hydrogen must b exactly 17 percent of thee ,

rest: of the secret ingredients. The total amount f 1the final xture
must be exactly 4 gallons.. How much.liquid hyds n must'be. us.

.

e3,

In many proble

of measure to another,

which could help

another. .

ou must deal with the process ofbonverting one unit7.-
.ere:*e some parts of the translation procedure- .

you understand and complete the- conversion.frOm one unit to

,Example 4: "The number of Centimeters' in one inch is 2.54.. Find the
length of a bar of silver, in

centimeters, if the baNis one
yard Long," '

(1) i representata number of inches dn a.bsr of silver.

(2) f (2.54)(i) is a 'function whose. output can be:described
as follows.: "the number of centimeters in i inches ".

(3) Since there are 36 inches' in "..1. yard, 36 -4,(2.54)(36).
Hence 91.44 is_ the value of the functiOn for an 'input of 36.
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Exercises 18-3e

For each of the following conversion problems state a function sand

find its.output,to answer the question.

1.. The number of feet in a mile is 5280. How many miles doet a runner

goifjle runs Ils,320 feet?

2. The number of square inches id a square foot is 144. How many
1

square feet are there in 7
2

square inches?

3. The number of Minutes,in one hour is 6o. A car is traveling at

30 miles per hour. HOW many miles per minute is the car traveling?

The number of seconds in one minute is 60. A car it traveling at

30 . mph. How many miles' per second is the car traveling?

5. The: number of feet in one mile is 5280. A car is traveling 30

4 miles per hbur. What is the speed of the car in:

(a) feet .per. hour?

(b) feet per minute?

(c) feet per second?

1874. Using Drawings or, Diagrams

It.sh4d be madel'clearto you that .there are norunili,ersaliprocedures

or formulas for analyzing and solving every problem. There are; however,

somepatterns'of7thought and some strategies which may help you ,to analyze

and solve problems. Each problem situation is usually somewhat individual

and it will probably require imaginative and. creative thouglto reach some 4,

satisfactory conclusions".

You have already. developed some ability to translate of to create a

oertain(kind of a mathematical model of a Igiven-probleth situation" However,

not all models have to.be in the form of mathematical entelicee.' You could

also .upe.drawihgs, tables of data, graphs,..or any mbination of,these and

..other methods which will help organize your ana -sis of the problem.

The following examples and exercises are illustrations Qf problem

situations where a drawing,. asketch, or a gebmetric cbnstruC:tion it a

714
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particularly'helpful:way.of organizing theanalysis of a problem. It iS

not possible to give%a complete list of helpfUl diagrams,. because each problem

situation will usually de'marid a. unique to held analyze the situation.

We will, however, discuss a variety of different' diagrams to encourage yOu to:.
_

use a vers on of this method*yoU develop.. your own problem analysis

techniques.

Exercises l8 -fix

(Class Disc

1. Look at the following map containing six grocery stores and nine

.streets connecting these stores. The Sheriff.i.s-Patrol wants to find

a route that will enable him to travel over each.street, exactly once,

as he checks the'security of the Stores and their connecting streets.

The Milk Delivery man is
,,.

interestecLin finding a route,that'will take
4

him to each store exactly once, and.he is not partiCularly interested '.

in driving on each'street.

(a)

same store.more-than once.)

Find a routefor the Sheriff. (HedoeSn't mind goitijiast the

.

.

(b) Find a, route for the Milk Delivery 'man. (He isn't particularly

intereSted in traveling over each Street.).

(c) Find a route for the Sheriffrb patrbl and a,route for. the

Milk Delivery man on thefollOwing map.

D.



(d) Find. a route for, the' Milk Delivery in and a routefor the :

Sheriffl.apatrol on the 'following map.

2. .LetOs investigate some maps and some pOssible routes for the Sheriff's

patrol.

. (a) 'Suppose stores

stIOrtfB C, and

A and

D,

E have three streets connecting them with

respeCtively.

If'you start at. A, and travel'over each street exactlY.:once, then

where dOesthe.$heriff end his patrol?. -Cauld'the.Sheriffatart bt
- .

B, C, or D? COUld, he start ..at E?

'(b) If a ttore has an odd number of:sireets. connecting it with other

toret, then would 'you conclude that the Sheriff must start or

,end his patrol at that storeC: Why or why not?'

(c) If there are'more than two stores that have anodd number of,
o

streets. .connecting them'With othel'"atores, then can the Sheriff

find a'patrol route? Why or why'not?

DiaW another map ofthestreets connecting the Cve stores where

.no'store has an odd number 9f streets connecting it to other
41k,i

stores.. It itpossi' a.tofind a route for the Sheriff's patrol?

A ' If You.,start at A -V must you end?,
.:)



Suppose' that the lengths- of the sides, of tneequilateral triangle are

double the lengths of the sided cifa second equilateral 'triangle. How

:Would you cotpare the area. of the larger triangular region and the area
Of'the smaller triangular.region? (Make a guest now before you start.)

Construct
. 4

two equilateral triangles as; described above.
.

(b)Find the midpoints: of the sides of the larger triangle and

connect these with segments.

'(c)7 ',kw; how would you compare the area of the two- original iria6gular.

regions? HoW does this compare with your 'guest?

(d) Can.you'justify your conclusion with aproOeusing 'dSS, SAS,

or the formula for the area of a triangle? If so, do it,

In each of the following problems prer.s,nt the analysis of the informs-

tionin the form of a diagram, a. sketch, or 4 construction: It isnotneces7
N

sary to solve the problem unlest you wish to do so. However, yowshOuld

guets an answer; and indicate how the thodel yOu have drawn would help you

analyze the problem situation.

1. A school is located fiVe blocks east and six blocks

of two brothers. The'older brother walks four.bfocks

blocks north to his girl friend;s'house. . They walk fr

north of.the home

block east to a .donut shop,.and then::proceedyiErectl

;-The:.younger brother. cuts across vacant aptspoin

diTetly west of school and then proceeds. to'tciiool.

east= and

m there

walk

-erigtneer

"black box"

to sdhooif

was

two

one

school:

one' block

How far. doet

assigned the'ask of designing a method of building a
for a secret- space prOject. The box wasq'Q be constructed

of a highly expensive metal alloy.. The box was to be:open at the.top,

and thefaces were to betcongruentquare regions. Since the metal
. ,

was so expensive, -the pattern fOr each'box had to be stamped out in

one flat piece."-He decided that he needed-to know::.

(a) How many different ways can five congruent squares be joined.

edge to edge?



2
.

,( b) How many of the figures can be folded so as to foria-.6. box :with
an open top?. Label the square regio ithici 3s the bottom with

...::.the.letter B.
. .

(Htirt: Draw diagrams representing 5 .squairs in a ,r0'w; 4.
squares in a row, but not 5; 3 squares in a but'.
not 4; etc.)

For-many thousands of years 'peop e have enjoyed working 'various kinds
of problems; .A good example of is is .a problein concerning the

,'Konigsberg Bridges. In the early 17001s. the ,city of Konigsberg,
Germany, was connected by seven bridges. Many people in the city at
that .ime'were interested in finding if it were possible to walk

.

through the city so as to cross each bridge exactly once.

From the diagram.showing these bridges, can you .figure,out
whether or not thi.5 can be done?.. You may be interested in knowing
tiat a mathematician answered this questfOn in the year. 17.36.

A boy purchased 24 ft. of fencing to ma.ke a rectangular-shaped pen
for his _dog. What should the dimensions of the pen be so that.the dog'
will have the largest,play area? (Hint: Use graph paper to do the,

42.

I-6(a). Draw four different rectangles with a side of length 4, 6,, 7,
and 10 IresPect-ively and each with a perimeter of 24. Be 'sure

to label the sides with their lengths.

q.b) Comps. the areas of.these figures- by counting the squares in
. ". each "rectangular region.

78



4
!'(S) Does thare,Appeai.td be one rectangular. region With larger.:area?:v.

You should. be ahle"td make a gliebs now which yOu-wfl.l.be.,abie to
4prove in. a laterIfChapter.

. _

areIf there are 3 roads from town.. X to town Y, and -A. .roads,lieroml;

town Y.: to town 'Z, in:hOWmany ways tay,one,dri%g. from X to Z

by way of X? How many..,:butes are poSSible,for a round. tripjfrom X
to -Z.:an4 return?

. .

Suppose-..the.California Angels and the foSAngeles:Bodge.Ts':.,,e4ying
in

-

the!Wbrld:.:.$eries,.t.nd that the Angels Win the first tqd441fieS., but

. ,

Jose the `series'. In how'many. different ways can tiiisocip:9.fl -(Copy

-an"q'coMplete the following tree .diagram.)'.
.

it game' 2nd gate rd ame 4th flame" 5th game 6th game

Organizing Infbrmatfon'.in Tabular Form

. Manj times it.'ilespecially &SiTul to arrange information in tables.

n fast, such an arrangeMentis .lierytenhe Only effidienwaY.'d:f gaining
v.insightinto the'andlysis of a. problem situation. The follpwing.problems

e-bden-chossn because they ParticU/ariY .emphasize this phase of problems

analysis. .Remetber that a singles pY.oblet situation may be analyzed by

techniquOs. _Be prep6red to try .Sev6al, discarding some:afpng the war.

"EXerClkes./8.-5a

DI .10-Y

(Exeseises. 1:-35 There are -t ree, us pickup Points:A, B,. C.
,

.

for taking),,,udents.to.schodl in the town of :Shady Hills. .A new school is
.

4

ari.ous..

'



to.be built at one of two possible sites, X and Y. , Point A is two mties
from X and four miles from 1%-. B is three miles from X and three miles
from Y. C is six miles frOm X aild_ Ti4miles frput Y. ° 200 students

- . .

are picked up at A, 250 students fitla" and 225 students from 'C.
AK

Itis desired to choose the site which wdll result in the minimum amount of
travel to school by -;tile town's student population. Which site is chosen?"

'11' 2 a 'terle like the following and fill in the ,missing entries.

, 1,

';'4

To..
From

5- X 2 miles

Distance. to X or Y from and C..°

'Draw a table like 'the following and fill in the missing entries.

tO
From

B
r

750

Total. Student olstances

(These entries are founa.by Multiplying the
distance from each point to a site by the
number of students°picked up at that:POint.)

Which site, X
concluSion.

was chosen? Explain how you arrived at yOur

.

(Nbte: The .student should recogriiie.thai.0ost 'i,,*alSO alinimized:-in
the solUtien, and that this kind of a model can be' used to ,

.
represent° a riety of other situ tions. )

(Exercises 4-6):, there ,;a4 inte-resting 'ierationship between the
length and width of the leaves of a p alar bush ox tree? .

. .

14: The ele.s should select 20 to 40 leavA from a singae tree;;for buSh
and measere the length:and width df'each Teat: Record these data in a
table. Measure the width byVareasing -tete leat'tand, measuring the



orease. To get the crease put

Vhe tip of the leaf on the

point where the stem leaves

the base of thtt leaf and fold

it.

t I is

Add to this table, columns, headed: the 'sum of the
7;

L + W;, the difference, L - W; the product,

iCalculate these, values /for each leaf.
, .

length

LW; : and the

there a particular relationship which seems to exist

iengt idth of the leaves? If.so, which column gave

info tioh?

Exercise 18r5b

and width;,

ratio
W

between the

you your

The. foilowing list represents the results of 100 throws of a die,

grouped in fives' ,,for convenience.

.1 :-
43553 53344 4.166 . 53213 46451-

54563. 44.353 35335 65536 64112.

11.3253 62454. 53263 331423 21531

24131 , , 61.235 26563. 22522. 21355

(a) Design a table wh dh efficiently' lists these :data. fiemember tbat

the SRy'dil:tc s are 1, 2,4 3, 4, 5, and'
a.

Use your table to calculate the probability or rolling a "1;

a 2; a ' 3;. a. 4.; a .5; or a .':
.

,

How do the results of EXercise 2 comparetwith the theoretical:

probability. of rolling a 1, 2; 3,.44, - 5, or '6?

Consider the following sequence of sums 'tif' odd nUmbefi:v (1), (1 + 3),

(1- + 3 71- 5), (1. + 3 + 5 -17 7), ,' =,

(Remember that ,the syMbOl " " means "and so on" f.5 6
. .

(b ")

(c)

(a) Make a table like the f011owing-and complete the entries.

41

Number of
'..the 'te14r . 1 2

A

'3
' 4 5

'6.
..,,,

. ,D--_,I,
Value of
the term 1

,

.4

. .



(b) If the number of the term is 25, then what, is,the :value* the

"term? Did the table help yoU decide how to answer this question?

(c) If the value of the term is 144,- how many odd numbers are added.

together to get that sum? What was the'last odd number in the

indicated sum for thisterm?'

(d): If rthe number of the%term is represented by n, then .the Nalue

of the term could be represented by what? -.
.- . ,

3. Consider ghe following sequence of rational numbers.
%

(11:2)" 1'1( .

1 1 213+- - + ---) (- +1 1 I

+ a'a.)1.2 23 3'1-1.' 1'2 23 3.14, 4.5

:. .

)-- -%__. 1'
(a. Draw a. tab;69,11Xe the following and complete the.

entries..

.

Number of
the term ,. 2

.

3

\

5 8 -

,

.

Value of.
the term
Alk

2 3

..-

,

/
,,,

.

. .,;

(b) given that the' number of the term is 2i. Whatois th valUe 4

the term? Did your table he you decide how to answer his
. '

question?

. li '.. ,'
s.%,

(c) If the number.of the term'is.rept1/4sented by an integer n, tan

You represent the value Of the term?

(d) If the value of the term is
1

what is the number
14 !

,
. -

Write the fraction .representing the last rational number'in this

term.

wIr

of the-term?, .

18-6: . Estimation or Guessi

4.

;In this 'section we tofoeps.your -attention upon the technique of1,

arbitra 14? assigning real r tubers to unknoWn quantities in a problem. This

process has- seVeral:advant By usirig-specifid numbers, you should be-

able: first, to use the many techAiques.of computdtion and simplification
.

,alteady known fo,r the real;nuMbers; second,' to derive some useful infprMation

aboUt'"how good," your estimate,is; and iniid,:tosain some insight into how.'

the more fch.Mal analysis be:organized. The ability to create: and to



. .

interpretgood.numerical. Models of problem situations is ari important skill;,
. .

to develop in'problem analysis:

Exercises

(Class. Discussion)

.
.

. 1. a(Exercises 1-7) Suppose that we stretch a wire around, the earth at. ."".

the equator. Assume that a smooth sphereof diameter 8000 miles can bP 'Or
.

used as a model of the earth. If we cut the wire, weld in another piece
.

100 feetorig, then hold the wire above the surface so that it is the sane':

distande above the earth all the way around, how far above. the surface
22wire be? (Use Tr )

-.17
the

J

Guess an answer and record it.

Letts se if, it to

Represent the'

diameter`" and'

represent the

in one mile.).

Your first estimat'e is ft.

too large.or tbo small.

of the earth in miles uzipg0 8000 a"he

Writean indicated product whielh will

.(Remembertheip are .5280, ieet

IT

wire Wi 11be a c

a figure and show whl your,

circumference
22

'tor Tr.

circumference in feet.

The diameter. in feet of the new circles'

(8000)(5280) .(2) X(your guess). Draw

estimate is'milltiplied by, 2.

.;. 4
Write, as an :indiCated product, the ci.ftumferrce of the knew Wire

.
.

circle, in fe.et:.

li
#. at

,I,still. using.1.42ur estimate, toW'does the circumference off 'the aew wire
.

.

ciltle Apare'With the pijrcumference of th4,priginal w4re eigrcle?

Compare these twolumbe-rS.by subtrattion.
cl':

. 6
6. What' should the difference be? Was youg' guess. too large or. too 'small?

. .. -.,

A'Urdess you see how to work the problem directly, revise your guess.7.

and check your results again. It

(Exercises 8-13)- Oliv Raconfat and his friend Shadow Jones race

snails. The sped of Oli

Shdowts snail.;.,

that 'Shadowtst snail
0 ,

miles per week ?.

State clearly and

.7 represent,
2,

44>

eris'nall is 8 miles per week.less than 'that.of.

snail requires. 5 weeks to go:the same dist4nCe.
2

goeS' fn 3 7 weeks, how Fast ,dpeS .each snail travel 'in

concisely what each of the numbers 8, and.



a

9.. Guess a value for the speed of Shadow's snail.- Your gliess must :be`

greater than. 8. Why? !Ir

120.1, 'Show how you would calculate the speed of Oliver4.5 snail. Using'your

estimate for the speed of -ShadoWl :snail.

ShoW how' you- would calculate the dptance that Shadow's ynail would

travel. in 3
3

weeks. Use your "guess" for the speed.

11.

,12. ShOw how you would calCUlate the distance that Oliver's dnail:traveis
....3,

in 5 weeksAlisin the result of Eercise 10.
- -. . . qJ

13. Reread the prION_em. Do the snails travel the same ,diStance. Are

your'values for Exex4ises 11 and 12 the same?- Do '.61.1 see A plan for

finding a correct -"guess" .which will make them the sttiril ?;1 f so,

explairi your plan. If not, try another "guess" for E 4 9 and
-

repeat Exercises 10-;13.

1. MY room has a

. fat uncle has
4

waist) of 72

(a)

(b)

*Exercises 18-6b

doOrwdy WhiOfl.is exactly inches wide.
. j -i'

a maximum.41TCunlfgrence '(bi.tape measure arOlIndp31%--.
. '': 4"7''' . .2.4_t,.,,,

inches. can be get into the room? (Use ' 1 '?' 1 t i?, . ' 1 : z,t. r '

0'6,

Estimate the diameter Of the "round .uncieW:, .

Check your 'estimate- to see if ioll.get:'EclOrcumference

your estimate too large oVdo,small?
.

solve this problem.

inches. yas

(c) Explain how to

. The radar operator on an

directly toward the carrier..
-

at 1400 miles, and the speed of

aircraft carrier 4!:(tOrS: 4vbt. 110:q

estimates-th6.,:tii.atah'WtO the :contact

Ontacct,at-,85,01:2;jnifea hour.

r:ri:erfs lAnes to intercept the

He

How long will it take one of 't

- contact if it flies directly "t

hour?

(a)

( c )

]he co ': 950- ''miles 'per
.

Guess the title, in hours, if takes i.o the carrier.
.

contact. ? hours.

contact fly, in the time -float., you eSMAated?

'
How far does the aircraft carrier plane in the tittle-y.9u guessedl,

intercept the

How fai does the

.0



).'. you .add the -t-vo distances you calculated in ExerciseS .5 -arid:
-the'n .what",Sho,Pld that sum represent?

(e).. Explain, how-you can use the method you used in checking yOUr
estimate, to problem.' (Write the.mathematicai sentence

. ".. :
The edges Of): two ;ZubeS: .clikte'r'b; 2 inches, and their volitmeS
43r, 728 fnche,. , rind the dimensions of each cubd.

Ettplat.e -e.he" 1 ngt11 of;the..,:edge of the laiier cithe. ,must
gr6ate'r (%que..1._ to Why?. .*". ;

:(V') -;Ca_ldulate -Vh13;;; length of thp; edge of cube using your
estimate frerg. (StioR clearlY-. how your calculation is

. done -and :141234,. the :resul-tA.')' a ; ' ;:

differ

Ane,,volltS .6f= tth'e-..ctibes Yo.t& the:
result CAM.:Exepcise 16: ...,.:. .
is thedtfferenbe,betw0.6.:the...."iici).:Uttleo 728:?, 1;laa'Your...esj_knate
tc3O: larg4: , l. .: 1 ..

'(e) II you daci pee how tn. Wic.-te. tha hematical:s.eiitences that "swill',sery
.a,S,Ipodelft,:;5f this s.ituation,i:then...clo.so...If not, revise Your

,

A scient
centim

has design0 a Square solar.*:ba.tte-y, _with.: a side of 3.
This solar battery is jUs-E.,.large 'enough; in area, to. ,

prove riciugt. power to- operate one SaMera in a. satellite. .He ndw
wishes .c'eretatruct a battery which is exaetly double the area of the
first so .bat4te,ry cell. -What should, be the length of its side?
(a) CalcUla .the..erea of trio. original solar cell. Doublqe this area

to get 'the Al.e,a" of. the new cell.:

(b) Estimate the length of" the side of the new solar cell. Using your _+
estimate, calculate the-:a,rea.:of ehe new cell. ,

c) HivFlid the result df( with the calculated value of
the area "in.(b)? (Top large or too small?) .

(a) Revise your estimate of' the-length of the side' of the n cell

and coMpe.re again,. Show your work.

(e) Do you think that you can find an exact decimal value for. the
length of the :side of' the ,noiw cell? If so, show how.

85 V ,
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;- :
'a ,to,i4,-fritchit hoir long.;; he:

ical stentence.which'could serve as: 1 :fori.:
.; 4t

18-q! Solving g-J,.,.**trol__
s '

;Genuine,-pl-or ,,heir original form, are almost always ..too
hompiii-Aidl.tk)'',iin.detili-difd: to :solve. SUch pnobleins can often be solved

-or.a.nalyzeit/ .10,mf she complications and by constructing a
mattri'3ifiatJ:Cait.m4:adei ofsA sivler, but similar situation. One has to, be care-

'.f1.11.058iut of* by such a method, but it would, be foolish to.,
reSectrOiftil:61e1Con fbns that might be confirmed by experience oh by more
ri,g uo-'1-9aSt*Vigla::

4pure'.

Exercises 18-7a

(Class'Discussion)

What longest line segment that 'can be drawn in the interior
given point on the sphere to a Ndifferent pOint on the

alp:lo,rie, what is a simpler
1 f.spi-icr6?, Draw the figure.

Now; bet's, pick an arbitrary point
chose a circle in - Exercise' 1),

i.c/' to point B on the bircle. 'Do you think this is the longest.
;line segment that 9an be dgiro, in the interior of the circ;te?/ 1

3. -; Draw any otter, line segment in the interior of' the circlet from A to
a different point D on the circle.

figure that would be related to a

A on the circle .(hopefully yOu
lrawad-lame.tor through penter

. What is true about AC, BC, . DC? (AC + aB) and (AC + DC)?

What -ris true about (AC + DC) and AD?

Can you make a statement about a diameter AB and any other jl,ine
segment drawn in the interior of the circle from point A?.

Discuss how you can extend this analysi, to a sphere.-



'Exercises 18-7b.
.

.

,1. :In ascertain elothmaking'mill a very high speed camera.took vario

pictures, "of.the fiber as they-sped through the mill machinery 34,.

1

41ttI ..

7r',. ,

h

7",*

"44
10" I

each looked eoMething like theollot:/ing:

The prOblem was to determine how long the fibers.would be if they were
stretched. out straight. It was necessary to know the length i order

..;_to adjust and operate the weaving machines.- The mathe n called
in to advise the mill suggested solving this problem. 'Is it a simpler.
problem?

1,

If 2. is inches and h is inches, how 'long was the'

approximate length of the fiber? ' ,

2. . It is- desired 'to calculate the approxiMate,volume of a man given he

average thickness of'his head, arms; trunk, and legs. .Design 'a model
. o

of a. man and calculate the volume of thisman given that the average

thicknik of the Pead is 7 inches,4his arms 3 inches, his trunk
10 inches, 'and hia legs 4 -inches. Select appropriate dimensions

of your own f4or,the lengths df each of the.parts mentioned above.

3. )Often lumbermen need to estimate how much lumber, Measured volumt.
.of wood, they can get from a stand of trees. They can usuClygetip
'for each. stand of trees marked for cutting, an average height and°an

aVeragb circumference,. measured at the base of the tree*. What kin

.of a model would you recommend to the Ilimberman? If thdfraverag

height is. 80 feet and the average circumferehce was .20 feet;

many cubic feet of lumber would thete be in ene.,tree, using yoldr

.suggested fliode17

I OW

.I.,umber'milIs also need to kpow the volume of wood in thc.logs they
.

. -
D' .

'Toce4S. Prepose a good model for thiscproblem. If theverage
A

.

diameter of'the small end of the logs is 2f it and'th.6 average

,
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length dS 40 ft.; how many cub c inches of wood woulettlpre be in an

average log? Usually lumber is measured in "board feet", the volume

of lumber in a piece of woad in the form Of a rectangular solid

in. by 12 in. by. 12 in. or 144 cubip inchps. Would this mean.
.

.hat-it would be best'to choose a model of a log that was a 'rectangular

- -solid? How many, board feet 44e teere in an average log mentioned above?

5. The new lawn of.allarge research coripOration'WaS bounded on the front

by a.curved...street as in the foiloWing diagram. The company decided

to'eata.blish tfie lawn,O.mmediaply by having,sOd placed instead of

planting seed. The:sod comes in long rectangular strips. To order

- the proper amount, of sod they needed to know tharea of the lawn.

'If.theSOd comes in strips 3' ft. wideand 40 ft. long and the

diMeniions of the lawn are as given in the drawing, recommend a model

whieh willSolve their problem.

18-8, Using Basic Properties.

The here exercises illust ate an important phase Panalysis in mathe-

Matics. This is the analys,is of thes ructure Of any-System.for basic

properties like "closure" "commutatiVity", and the like.

AJAX Atomic

Research, DevelOp-

ment and Pickle

Company.

N.
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You.have' already usedthis process; rather informally, as you have .

studied and applied your mathematics. For example: In the study of the
measure of area,. by intuitively establishing a functional relationship
between the setof plane geometric regionS and the set of positive real
numbers, you immediately haVe ail of the techniques-and ideas developed-,for
polite real -numbers available to help you think about areas of plane geo-
metric regions, In other words, the areas of plane geometric figures haVeA

the same:Ipasic properties as the positive real numbers; and hence you can
.

fhtrpret area:, ap^ sitive Veal numbers whenever convenient. This process
of using a known system with a known structure to.in.vestigate of analogoUs'
systems is the basis f'or the early developtent'of algebra. It n be shown
that the set of algebraic

expressions has exactly. the same structure as the
set of-real numbers, and henceiall of the techniques, theoremay. a d the like,
f.rom the arithmetic of "real number:Aare available for use in alge ra.

Now consider the following,,situation.
i

Imagine that, ini-the near future, you.ladd with a space expedition -.
ton Modulus'Three (the third planet. of the star Modulus), and find a.

.

civilization which is friendly and able to communicati-th yo4.4

I
On

.

.:this planet the need for measurement of land has never arisen. 1-1-Ence

-"the need. for numbers lay not have oCcurred,for one peculiar
circumstance.

This,,planet has a single moon which has a 'period of rotation of,
exactly- Nhat we would call) three days. This has taken .on mystical
.'significance which has. in turn led to the use of numbers es a record
pr the Moon's position. "They-Use the pecular number names mon, tu,
.wed, for these phajes where we would use the words one, two,
three.. Since the phases of the moon arecyclic, their entire counting
syster4vuns mon, tu, .wed, mon, tu, .wed, mon, tu, wed; .etc,
as 1, 2, 3). 1, 2, .-3,,,l, 2. 3) etc.

I

Recently the needSv.operations
on these .numbers hai'led ta..the

development"o arithmetic"additioh.And multiplication along the same
lines'as they did for us,extept.,:thlit, due to the mystiCal background,
the inventions of any tompounds.through 'the.use of "bag" or "place.
value" has been strictly forbidden. ,the Modulians ha't;e now recognized'
the need for an algebra for their number,systeM and you have been asked

. .to hplp. It will nowHbe.your job to analyze

\hir
number syst,emand

*
develop a. primitive algebra'necessary,for the olution of :some .simpl.e.
Oqu, ona in their System.

r



The.tables for the arithmeticfacts developed so far are as-)

2.

1

3

3 1

2

3

-,Exercises 18-8a

(Class. Discussion)

4

Using the qualities' which are,either.ivident from the tables. or are
c,

suggested.bY the-exercises, complete Your analysis o! the Basic Properties

") of this system.

1 -.Under "+" does the system. have:

(a) Closure?

(b) 'COmmutatiVity?

(c) Associativity? Is

( 1 ) (1 ) + 3 + (2 + 3)

(2). (1 2) + 2 1- 1 + (2 + 2)

(3) (.1 ; '4- 3) + 2 ?= 1 + (3-+ 2):

( 4 ) (2 + 3) + 2 + (3 + 2)

AnAidentity.element?; If.so, what is, it?

) An additive inverse for each element.? Using to repreent

the inverse such that a + a = the additive identity, which'of

the additive. inverses exist?

1 = ? 2 = 7, "3 = ?.

::Under "." does the system have:.

,(a) Closure?

(b) CommutativitY3°

t(e). Associativit0 Is

9

(1) (1'.2) 3 = 1 2.3)



(2) (12) 2 = 1 (2.2).

(3) (13) 2 11 (3.2).

(4) (2.3) 2 =.2 (3:2)

(d.) An.identity element?, 'If so, what is it?
(e) A multiplicative inverse for- each element? If 1.4e 'Use I- 2-

.3
-

to represent the inverses, show which of the multipiicative
inverses exist, .,+

='?, 3 = ? (In other words; for each
number, a, in the system is there a unique numner a such

''that a a- = multiplicative identity ?)

J Is, "" distributiVe over

(a) 3 (2 + I) 3.2 + 3.2

(b) 2 (1,+ 3) 2.1 + 2.3

(c) 2 (2 + 3,) = 2'24+ 2.3

"+" from the right? From the left?.

(d) (2 + 1) 3 = 2-3.+

9 .(e) (1 + 34, 2 1-2.+

(f) (2 + 3) 2 1-?-- 2.2 + 3.2

Does the structure of this ,system seem to be the same as the structure
of the rational number syg-144n?

If this system -'has all of the above, properties, then we Can use the
techniques we havleveloped for the rational number system to create equiva-
Lent equations in simpler an,d 'simpler for until the solution set becomes
obvious.

e

.

.i.1;,Example: Fin: the 0solution set of ,x + 1 = 3 in the Modulus
Three System 'and exiilaih yotir steps in term?, of the,

ha:31c properties of -ehe. syste5m.

e+ L =.3
. - .Adding 1 toi both sides of the. equa-,....

2.x + (1 + 2 = (3 + 29 tion: igio wasChOise: because 2,, is

the adefitive inverSebf 1.,.2.x + . 3 . ....-: 2 A

. X

,A.numbr'. plus its in:Iterstie is tn.

4'tive 'identity.
)

!"3 is *"a Lded .to; arty number the

result reba ns Ithe same since .3 is.

ttie4 additive .id,entity for this system.
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= 1

Solution Set: (1).

multiply loititn sides of the 'equation

by. 2. Two was chosen because it, is

the multiplicative inverse of 2.

Ofcourse,. sOme Of-these steps oan be combined or shortened, but

remember, it Must .be clear.to'some#ne else.why you haVe solved the':

equation the way you did.

Exercises 18-8b

Solve the following equations in the Modulus Three SYStemand:'
.

explaitl your work so that, the odulians could see that the basid properties

of their number system were ing used.

1.., x +.2 = 1

2. x =

3.2 x + 2 = x

4. 3-x + 1 = 2

5 (2 + 1) + x + 3) ;-- 2

18-9. Using Reasoning Techniques

.Mathematics is a way of:thinking, a. way of reasoning. Someof mathe-c,

matics .involves experimentation and Observation, but most of mathematics is

concerned with deductive reasoning..

By deductive reasoning we show that front certain, ivep conditions, a%

definite conclusion necessarily follows. Mathematicians use reasoning,of'
. Y

.paissort. ,,TheyJprove "if - That is, by logical'.

reasoning they prove that-if something true, then something else must be
-

true. You can ofienfind'all the 'different ways inTWhi' ch 'a problem can be

s,olvedandsOmetime6,you can Show by reasoning that a prOblealhas nosolUtion.
...

,. The' following exampleprovides a simple illustration' of areasOning. process.
v 4

..



Example Suppoi,e: that there are thirty pupils in your class'roOm.

-Protee,. that there areat least 'two them who haVe.

birt):L ys:durfngthe same month.
.

(1):. Imagine 12 boXes with the 'llamea" of the 'months or them; ,

_ ,.

(2): Imagine that each student's tlame.i. written on a slip of paper.

: . along with.tha.mOnth of his birthday

) If only one slip of paperis ;put in each. bb?c,-othen there cbuld

not be more than :.12 natjeS, kin all.'
. .. 'e

-1....

. : ,:'5.'':'

):bince there, are:f.',36 name'ir' then at, least 'One box must cOntain,...

more iharrone'hame.

EXerofs'es 16-96
.

(alass Discus'sion)

By a :similar reasoning prlieas, shoW, that at least three members of
.

. the crcepd-obi7 30 students must have birthdays, in the same month:

Hormany students° would the're: have to be in .1grolpi. to-guaranteethat
, .

at least 4 students -would have 'birthdays in the same month?

The' follOwing problem will ilitistrate the:very helpful process of

'o

indirect, reaSOrtint

.:.

If a,.. ID,
,

are positive integers,' if ..a. , is a
..

facXor: of b, and if a is not a factor of c,. , then 4 6

:a is .nOt a factbr Of 7'(h,+ c)'.
1.

. . _ittrit,.::._,3

'Lat7s investigate'. this statement., using 4°
o

,.. , . E.

(a) 2 ':is a fc.. or.tof 321'. ''. 2'.. is nott, a factor of 2m.:, 3s 2 : 'f ., , , I .d, facto* e (32,+ . 27-)?-: Do you'O'nlihe above---statement about

a ,,,I.- and c' is tri.ie ot. false? - tettS. continue and justify, ,,
. . .

e..;
o.your 'conclusion'.

. .

, .

. I

a' factor of a positive integer b, 6then this' means

that !b ? )p where p is a positive integer.

Cn X: If% 'J.2 .i.'. not ,a fe4tgr, of the positive integer, c ..-then this
,

means that fc '.2(1). : .. . :
or .

Letl:s' assume that , 2 is a 'factor 'ci .(b + ,:k ".. T hi means
4that

.

b t c' = (?)-,(q) where q is some positive IntegL'. Ti. ,ti,is.

...,,

"Cu)



A AV

assumptioniis tW itathould, leacf)o a contradict4n of

a knoWn fact about.' a:, b, Or ..c .

. .

) We, no) have

and

zet

2p t. c Sulltracting (2p) from both sides,

we:get

,c F .4-- 2p. Simplifying by use of the dis

tributive property we get
N

C' = 2(61 p).

b. =

b + c = 2q, b by 2p we

This last sentence Means! that 2 is a ? of c, since

(qF p) is a positive integer. -

. .

(f) Since, the abbve statement contradiott the known fact that 2 is
e

. b hotra fac-tor. of c, we can conclUde that 'our atstmrptiop; part,.
. .

(d)'; %is false. . Hence the correct conclusion is that 2 fi

? a -factor of (b + (Of course, a completely general;

proof' can be .made by replacing' 2 by where 5
.

positive iriteezer.)

Exercises 18 ..9b
!

is a

Show clearly the reasoning process necessary to 'solve the follolan

problems.
. '. ° < .

1. Vat is the leatt number\Ng students that could be eniolled.

school so thatsxou .copld be sure that there are at leaSt t
f . 9

with the samebirthday? 14ey day, and sate month)

What is. the largest number of students that could be 'enro led

school so that you could be-pure that they all have different

birthdays?

3.. 14 a class, of 32. students various comtittees are to be formed.

No student can be on more than -one emmittee. Each Coimittea 'o

twins from .5 to 8 students. t is the40x.gast number' of

cottittees that can be formed?.
-

21;
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What is the answer to Exercise: 3 If every student can be. on either

one or tWo committees ?.

-

A checkerbbard'has 64 , squares. Suppose that )ou have 32 cards

and each. card covers/two Checkerboard squares exactly. If you cut

off two squares, one at each end of a diagonal f the checkelloard,:

and throw away one card, then is it possible o.plade the 31

--VeMaining cards on the board so that the-remaining 62 checker oard

:eaquares are covered? Show now to do it, or prove,that-it /is

impo6sible,

(:Suppose that you select three cards from >i dpck, W.° 'black cards and

oi.fe red card.. A gamets'played by two people. The cards 14,w shuffled:

and bnecard is placed 0.ce.down in front of each Piaker and one .:.

.between them. Bach player then looks at.hiscard and the first` one

to identify the, color of his opponent's card wins the game. .Expiain

the reasoning used in deciding the best.method of playing the game..

lJ
You remember that a prime number is a poditive whole number, greater

than 1, which cannot bel-written as'the produgt of two smaller

factors. The first
t
few primes are 2., 3, 5, 7, 11, 13,.

19, 23, -29, 31, 37, It's easy to see that this sequence
e

does not follow any, ,simple law. Zn fact; the structure of the sequence

turns out ,etc be extremely csulicaied. ,Howeyer, the question, "Does

the s&silence of primed eventuallyend?";gan be answered.

(a) (2 3) .* 1 ='? Is 2, or ,3 X factor of the

4-* (b) (2 5) 1 7 ?

Why or'why not?.,

ra' 2, 3, or 5 a factor of the

result? Why or why not?
,/

result?
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.0

Is 2, 3, or (-7 _ajaCtor

of the. result? Why' or why 116.0..

Is 2, 3,. 5, or 11 a. .

factor of the resit? Why or why

not?

Let- (2 .!/7 p) + 1 ..-J1,-,.where p is supposed

.to be 'the largest rime ,in the, sequence of primes from'?.. to
I

141-any of the primes in his sequence be a factor of N?,
c

Why crwhY,not?

.1

(f) why N, is a prime greaterthari p, or has aprime factor

Oester than p.: In either case',ea prime great& than 'p has

-141Jcbeet(foUnd.,This means that no matter how large .p Is there is

always Prime greater than. In_Other woils, the sequence-of
.

primes cntinues

P.

Summary

-There a e several overlapping problem anal

studied in this chapter. They are:

renslation: Assigning conveni4n aningfui symbols

represent various pai-t,s of the.P

(2) r anizin inn!) ion .in tables Arranging d tai.n'an organized

fbrm anclleriv ng Additional:information.fromthetible.

Ticturini relationships Organising informationthrough,geoMetriC

rePredentatibiis/Of.the problem Situation.
1

Analogy:. CtimEringifroblem situations wig other sol 'ved or

understood problems4tha;t have the same or s me similar .

characteristics or looking fC1r. bat °Structuisl.propertNs

i -the problem situation.

s techniques
. . I

functions: _Looking for the un c1 rlying functional relation -

ps

A .

in the ,problem situation an4 gl arly identifynOhese :

tiOnShips.; This technique waanotteated sepaiately,.but

liasievidentin: most Of the sections.
. .

va.



..(6) 'Estimation: Assigning

take*Advantage of the

developed for the real

Reasoning: 'Using establishe

,determine 'additional specific

situation.

grveniproblem situation to

es,antebbniques:alreadi

. .

f logical reasoning to

tion .about the Ifoblem

ILOf course this list 'does not incfudv,11 of theaossible analysis
, 1 r ' .

.

t hniques, but it will serve -as a basic 1 Which should be, refined and
i

nded as you eyelop your.own.problem s g strategies. . .

In additi n to.the s tecnniques fpr Iroblem analysis studied

:in this chapter/, you should dlso deVelop'"some good attitudes about problem.

analysis.
z. ,(

,

(1) Be willing to- spend some time just. thinking about and'

O

experimentling witti a pro

0(2) Learn to be flexible in
.

ur approach. Becwiiling to try the-
,

.44 uthisual or arre appro h insolme situations.
% . .

.(3) Be:willigg to'improve your,techni Ues,fprcommunicating.you

. r- : mathematical ideas toyOurs1Tand oAothers.;-
1 i ,,,ir

lem i tion. '."

(4) D net*bediscOuraged itall. pOblems are not solved os. analyzed
a,,..

I)

': in the sampliway. Worthwhile roblem situations oftentimes
41'

4Oedur ihi' uanSual circumstance =
,

.

- I

Problem analysis is one of the majo \activities which concerns all of.. ,

.1.

..those who study, leson,' and use mathematia;\* Problems are deolye in maths-
. . . .

mdfics bOth to. fXtgnd and jeVelop ne05pd iisortantf parts of'mathematipte T.

and,to'hel'p sole, dnd interpret problems t t occur in -many different situ&:..

`'tioiS, including souse that appear to, be. qui P unroOfed to he field bf .
i^

mathematics.

i portantteehniques for probl analysis have been illustrated

in this chapt r. You Shouldrealiie by n that ihesekteChniques.wilr(
1,

irobably not. e used knlisolition,::bt\ t an approach should bedevefoped,o-
by you, which ill use a collection of t elp you analyze. and:

sOlve,protems

Alt Ili


